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EDITORIAL
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jCOLIBRI in a nutshell:
A software tool for designing CBR systems*
Juan A. Recio, Antonio Sánchez, Belén Díaz-Agudo, Pedro González-Calero
Dep. Sistemas Informáticos y Programación
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain
email: {antonio.sanchez jareciog}@fdi.ucm.es,{belend,pedro}@sip.ucm.es
Abstract
jCOLIBRI is a framework that aims to formalize Case Based Reasoning and to provide a
design and implementation assistance with software engineering tools [1, 2, 3, 4 & 5]. In
this paper we describe some design, implementation and use details regarding jCOLIBRI
latest release. We try to demonstrate the relevance and usefulness of the jCOLIBRI
framework in view of encouraging other CBR researchers to use it.
Keywords: jCOLIBRI, Case-based reasoning, framework, ontologies.

1.

Introduction

Case-based reasoning (CBR) has become an established part of artificial intelligence (AI), both as a
means for addressing fundamental AI problems and as a basis for fielded AI technology. Many
researchers in the field agree about the increasing necessity to formalise this kind of reasoning, define
application analysis methodologies, and provide a design and implementation assistance with software
engineering tools [9,11,12].
Our work tries to solve all these increasing necessities, providing a tool to help application designers to
develop and quickly prototype CBR systems. Furthermore we want to provide a software tool useful for
students who have little experience with the development of different types of CBR systems. jCOLIBRI1
is an object-oriented framework in Java for building CBR systems, and it has been designed as a wide
spectrum framework that is able to support several types of CBR systems: from the simple nearestneighbour approaches, based on flat case structures, to complex knowledge intensive CBR systems.
jCOLIBRI also contains textual and conversational extensions. jCOLIBRI offers an easier development
process that is based on the reuse of past designs and implementations. Although there are other CBR
shells [8,10], our work goes beyond them in terms of reuse, flexibility, scope and usability. jCOLIBRI
promotes software reuse integrating the application of well proven Software Engineering techniques with
a knowledge level description that separates the Problem Solving Methods (PSMs), which define the
reasoning processes, from the domain model, that describes the domain knowledge. In this paper we
provide an overview of the main components of jCOLIBRI and describe how to use it to create simple
CBR applications. We have documented other specific aspects of jCOLIBRI in other papers [4,5,6].

*
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Section 2 introduces the sequence of steps afforded by a designer who is using jCOLIBRI to design a
simple CBR system. Sections 3 and 4 describe the graphical tools that assist users to develop CBR
applications, both to define the data structures and to configure the processes. Section 5 exemplifies the
use of jCOLIBRI to create a travel recommendation system from the travel domain case base, a wellknown example frequently used in the CBR community. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.

Developing CBR systems using jCOLIBRI Tools

Developing a CBR system is a complex task where many decisions must be made. When using
jCOLIBRI some of these decisions are:
-

Representation of the cases: we can use simple plain cases, textual cases, or we can define the
cases as complex hierarchical structures where attributes are connected.

-

Case base: the cases can be stored in relational databases, ASCII text files, XML files, etc. The
designer has to define the storage and retrieval mechanism, and how to index the cases in
memory to increase the speed of the queries.

-

Similarity measures: one of the most important tasks to be solved in a CBR system consists on
finding the most similar cases to one given. Usually different similarity functions are used to
compare the attributes of the cases.

-

Behaviour of the CBR system through tasks and methods: a CBR application can be structured
as a sequence of tasks that must be achieved. A CBR designer should choose these tasks and
select the methods that will solve them.

jCOLIBRI stores all the configuration data using different XML configuration files. When the
application is executed, the framework core reads these files to know how to configure the CBR system.
Although you could manage this configuration files by hand, we have developed graphical and easy-touse interfaces. Next sections describe these interfaces.

3.

Data structures in a CBR systems

The most important source of knowledge in a CBR system is its set of cases. jCOLIBRI uses a case
representation language based on terminology from CBROnto, an ontology that describes the main terms
used in CBR systems [2,3].

3.1

Definition of case structures

jCOLIBRI offers a visual tool to define case structures (see Figure 4). The left panel displays the
structure of the case as a tree, and the right panel shows the property values of the selected attributes. A
Case has a Description, a Solution and a Result. Description and Solution are sets of simple or compound
Attributes. A simple attribute is characterized by its name, type, weight and local similarity function.
Compound attributes collect other simple or compound attributes allowing complex case structures. The
properties of the compound attributes are the name and the global similarity function. Local similarity
functions compare simple attribute values. Global similarity functions combine these values in a unique
similarity value. The similarity value between the query and each case is computed as the similarity of
their descriptions.
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Figure 1: jCOLIBRI connector architecture

This interface does not allow using all the expressiveness of OWL that is the language that we use as the
case interchange language [1]. For instance, you cannot restrict the cardinality of attributes. If you need
to define more complex case structures you can use external applications, as the PROTEGE [7] editor, to
generate the corresponding OWL description. PROTEGE is an advanced editor that let you to use all the
description power of OWL, but of course, it has a more complex interface too.

3.2

Persistence of cases: connectors

In jCOLIBRI we propose to separate the case storage from the indexing structure and from the PSMs that
reason with cases --like retrieval or adaptation methods. That way, indexes can be built and methods can
be configured without knowing how and where the cases are stored. Moreover, different indexes can be
defined upon the same set of cases to allow the evaluation of different indexing techniques, or the
adequacy of different retrieval or adaptation methods.
We propose an architecture using two layers: persistence mechanism and in-memory organization (see
Figure 1). Persistence of cases in jCOLIBRI is built around the concept of Connector. Connectors
provide an abstraction mechanism that allows users to load cases from different storage sources in a
common way. jCOLIBRI includes connectors that work with plain text files, XML files, relational
databases and Description Logics languages like OWL. Other connectors can be included depending on
the specific application requirements by means of the jcolibri.cbrcase.Connector java interface.
jCOLIBRI offers a graphical tool that is used to easily configuring connectors to load existing case bases
in different formats (see Section 5).

3.3

Managing the similarity measures

During the definition of the case structure a similarity measure is associated to each attribute. The
available similarity measures can be managed using the tool shown in Figure 2. Each similarity measure
should be associated to a java class that computes the similarity values when the application is running.
These classes should implement the jcolibri.similarity.SimilarityFunction java interface.

4

Figure 2: Managing the similarity measures

4.

Behaviour of the CBR system

After defining the data structures of the CBR system, the configuration of the connectors to load and
store the case base and the similarity measures to compare attributes of the cases; it's time to configure
the more dynamic part of the CBR systems: tasks and methods.
The CBR system designer creates a CBR application following an iterative process, where s(he) selects
one of the not configured tasks and assigns one method from the library of reusable PSMs. Note that
task/method constraints are being tracked during the configuration process so that only applicable
methods in the given context are offered to the system designer.
At the beginning of the process the only unsolved task is CBR Task (solve a problem using previous
experiences). When we choose the CBR method to solve the CBR Task, we obtain the CBR cycle into a
task sequence: retrieve, reuse, revise, retain. While the system is not complete, select one of the not
configured tasks and choose and configure a method that resolves it. There are methods to solve tasks
either by decomposing a task into subtasks or by solving it directly.
jCOLIBRI offers a semiautomatic configuration tool that guides the instantiation process through a
graphical interface (Figure 3). It reasons about applicable methods for each task using a declarative
description of each method. This reasoning is done using the DL reasoner. See [4] for a detailed
explanation about the reasoning tool.

4.1

Deploy the CBR application

The CBR application is finished when all the tasks have been configured. You can test the system from
inside the graphical interface selecting the tasks that are going to be executed in the tasks tree and
pushing the

“Solve to …” button. The effects of the execution are shown in the results window.
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This feature provides an easy way to test the system before generating the java code that is needed to run
your system as an independent java application.
The first task of the CBR system, Obtain query task¸ obtains the query that is going to be used to retrieve
the most similar cases. The framework supplies a useful and general method, named Configure Query
Method, to solve this task. This method reads the case structure from the XML file that stores the case
structure, and dynamically generates a visual form that can be used to introduce the query data. This form
takes advantage of the best graphical components available according to the case structure and the types
of the attributes. Once you have created and tested the application, jCOLIBRI allows you to generate a
code template that contains the tasks and methods invocation code and can be modified as needed.

Figure 3: Selecting Tasks/Methods of the CBR application

5.

Travel Domain Example

The travel domain case base that is available for download from the AI-CBR website (www-aibr.org/cases.html) offers a set of 1024 cases that represent travels. We are using jCOLIBRI to design a
travel recommendation system based on this case base.
1.

Create a new CBR system and name it as desired. Then, create the case structure, i.e, define simple
and compound attributes that describe the cases together with their types, weights, similarity
measures. jCOLIBRI offers a graphical tool to include new similarity functions (see Figure 2 in
Section 3.3). The case structure can be saved/loaded in/from a XML file. We have created a case
structure with the 9 simple attributes shown in Figure 4.

2.

Once the case structure is defined we could define new cases following this structure. Instead doing
this, since we have a previously existing case base, we configure a connector to read in the travel
cases from a MySQL database. The graphical interface helps mapping the case structure defined in
step 2 with the tables and columns from the database scheme. Like the case structure the connector
configuration can be saved/stored in/from a XML file. In this example we configure a connector to
work with cases stored in a relational database travel. The form (see Figure 5) is divided into 3
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sections. The properties panel shows the information required to access to the database. The table
structure panel allows managing the structure of the table containing the cases. Last, the mappings
panel connects each column of the data base table witch an attribute of the case structure.

Figure 4. Creating the case structure

Figure 5. Configuring the connector with the case base

3.

Configure tasks and methods. Note that some of the methods could require parameters. For example,
to obtain cases we provide with the name of the connector configuration XML file, and to create
queries, we use parameterized methods that require the name of the XML file where the system
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stored the case structure (see Figure 6). JCOLIBRI automatically defines a graphical interface based
on this structure to let the user introducing new queries (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Configuring tasks and methods
4.

Once every task is configured by a method that solves it we can run the CBR deployed system where
the tasks are solved using the given sequence. You can also use the
(solve to.) button in the
GUI to execute a selected set of tasks. The result for the query is shown in the right area of the
graphical interface.

Figure 7. Testing the CBR system
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6.

Conclusions

jCOLIBRI is a framework that aims to formalize Case Based Reasoning and to provide a design and
implementation assistance with software engineering tools. The main advantage of using jCOLIBRI is
that it provides an easier development of CBR systems. To reach this goal we propose a design process
that is based on reusing existing CBR knowledge (terminology, designs, tasks, methods,
implementations), the integration of new components, and the extension of existing components and their
collaborations.
jCOLIBRI provides graphical tools to facilitate the CBR systems design. In this paper we have focused
on some design, implementation and use details regarding jCOLIBRI latest release. We have
demonstrated the relevance an usefulness of the jCOLIBRI framework in view of encouraging other CBR
researchers to use it.
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Fast Case Retrieval Nets for Textual CBR
Sutanu Chakraborti, Nirmalie Wiratunga, Robert Lothian and Stuart Watt
School of Computing,
The Robert Gordon University
Aberdeen AB25 1HG, Scotland, UK
Email: {sc|nw|rml|sw}@comp.rgu.ac.uk
Abstract. Case Retrieval Networks (CRNs) facilitate flexible and efficient retrieval in Case Based
Reasoning (CBR) systems. While CRNs scale up well to handle large numbers of cases in the case
base, the retrieval efficiency is still critically determined by the number of feature values (referred
to as Information Entities) and by the nature of similarity relations defined over the feature space.
For textual domains it is typical to perform retrieval over large vocabularies with many similarity
interconnections between words. This can have adverse effects on retrieval efficiency for CRNs.
This paper proposes an extension to CRN, called the Fast Case Retrieval Network (FCRN) that
eliminates redundant computations at run time. Using artificial datasets, it is demonstrated that
FCRNs can achieve significant retrieval speedups over CRNs, while maintaining retrieval
effectiveness.
Keywords: Textual Case based Reasoning, Case Retrieval Networks

1 Introduction
A prominent theme in current text mining research is to build tools to facilitate retrieval and reuse of
knowledge implicit within growing volumes of textual documents over the web and corporate
repositories. Case Based Reasoning (CBR), with its advantages of supporting lazy learning, incremental
and local updates to knowledge and availability of rich competence models, has emerged as a viable
paradigm in this context [15]. In Textual CBR (TCBR), documents are usually mapped directly to cases
[4]. Thus, a textual case is composed of terms or keywords; the set of distinct terms or keywords in the
collection is treated as the feature set. In practical usage scenarios, the size of the feature set and the
number of cases could both be extremely large, posing challenges to retrieval strategies and memory
requirements.
The Case Retrieval Network (CRN) formalism proposed in [1] offers significant speedups in
retrieval compared to a linear search over a case base. Lenz et al. [6,7] have successfully deployed
CRNs over large case bases containing as many as 200,000 cases. The applicability of CRNs to real
world textual CBR problems has been demonstrated by the FALLQ project [10]. Balaraman and
Chakraborti [5] have also employed them to search over large volumes of directory records (upwards of
4 million) and more recently spam filtering has benefited from CRN efficiency gains [9].
While CRN scales up well with increasing case base size, its retrieval efficiency is critically
determined by the size of the feature set and nature of similarity relations defined on these features. In
textual CBR applications, it is not unusual to have thousands of terms, each treated as a feature [10].
The aim of this paper is to improve the retrieval efficiency of CRNs. We achieve this by introducing a
precomputation phase that eliminates redundant similarity computations at run time. This new retrieval
mechanism is referred to as Fast CRN (FCRN). Our experiments reveal that the proposed architecture
can result in significant improvement over CRNs in retrieval time without compromising retrieval
effectiveness. The architecture also reduces memory requirements associated with representing large
case bases.
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Section 2 presents an overview of CRNs in the context of textual CBR. We introduce FCRNs in
Section 3 followed by an analysis of computational complexity and memory requirements. Section 4
presents experimental results. Finally conclusions appear in Section 5.

2 Case Retrieval Networks for Textual CBR
The CRN has been proposed as a representation formalism for CBR in [1]. To illustrate the basic idea
we take the example case base of Fig. 1(a) which has nine cases comprising keywords, drawn from
three domains, CBR, Chemistry and Linear Algebra. The keywords are along the columns of the
matrix. Each case is represented as a row of binary values; a value 1 indicates that a keyword is present
and 0 that it is absent in the case. Cases 1, 2 and 3 relate to the CBR topic, cases 4, 5 and 6 to
Chemistry and cases 7, 8 and 9 to Linear Algebra.
Fig. 1(b) shows this case base mapped onto a CRN. The keywords are treated as feature values,
which are referred to as Information Entities (IEs). The rectangular nodes stand for IEs, the oval ones
represent cases. IE nodes are linked to case nodes by relevance arcs which are weighted according to
the degree of association between terms and cases. In our example, relevance is 1 if the IE occurs in a
case, 0 otherwise. The relevances are directly obtained from the matrix values in Fig. 1(a). IE nodes are
related to each other by similarity arcs (circular arrows), which have numeric strengths denoting
semantic similarity between two terms. For instance, the word “indexing” is more similar to
“clustering” (similarity: 0.81) than to “extraction” (similarity: 0.42). While thesauri like WordNet can
be used to estimate similarities between domain-independent terms [2], manual intervention is typically
needed to acquire domain-specific similarities.
To perform retrieval, the query is parsed and IEs that appear in the query are activated. A similarity
propagation is initiated through similarity arcs, to identify relevant IEs. The next step is relevance
propagation, where the IEs in the query as well as those similar to the ones in the query spread
activations to the case nodes via relevance arcs. These incoming activations are aggregated to form an
activation score for each case node. Cases are accordingly ranked and the top k cases are retrieved.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Case Retrieval Network in Textual CBR
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A CRN facilitates efficient retrieval compared with a linear search through a case base. While detailed
time complexity estimates are available in [3], intuitively the speedup is because comparison for
establishing similarity between any distinct pair of IEs happens only once. Moreover, only cases with
non-zero similarity to the query are taken into account in the retrieval process.

3 Speeding Up Retrieval in Case Retrieval Networks
In this section we present the FCRN. To facilitate further analysis, we formalize the CRN retrieval
mechanism described in Section 2. A CRN is defined over a finite set of s IE nodes E and a finite set of
m case nodes C. Following the conventions used by Lenz and Burkhard [1], we define a similarity
function σ
σ: E × E Æ ℜ
and a relevance function
ρ: E × C Æ ℜ
We also have a set of propagation functions Πn: ℜ n Æ ℜ defined for each node in E ∪ C . The role of
the propagation function is to aggregate the effects of incoming activations at any given node. For
simplicity, we assume that a summation is used for this purpose, although our analysis applies to any
choice of propagation function.
The CRN uses the following steps to retrieve nearest cases:
Step 1: Given a query, initial IE node activations α0 are determined.
Step 2: Similarity Propagation: The activation is propagated to all similar IE nodes.
s

α 1 (e) = ∑ σ (ei , e).α 0 (e i )

(1)

i =1

Step 3: Relevance Propagation: The resulting IE node activations are propagated to all case nodes

α 2 (c ) =

s

∑ ρ (e , c).α
i

i =1

1

(2)

(e i )

The cases can then be ranked according to their activations.
We observe that in the face of a large number of IEs, Step 1 accounts for most of the retrieval time. The
idea of FCRN stems from the motivation to identify and eliminate redundant computations during this
similarity propagation.
3.1 Fast Case Retrieval Network (FCRN)
We now present an adaptation to CRN to facilitate more efficient retrieval. We observe that the final
case activation in (2) can be alternately rewritten as

α 2 (c ) =

s

s

∑ ρ (e , c). ∑ σ (e , e
j

j =1

i =1

i

j

).α 0 (e i )

(3)

Let us consider the influence of a single IE node ei on a single case node c. This is computed as the
aggregation of effects due to all nodes that ei is similar to, and is given by
inf (ei , c) =

s

∑ ρ (e , c)σ (e , e
j =1

j

i

j

)α 0 (ei ).

The last term can be extracted out of the summation to yield
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(4)

⎧

⎫

s

inf (ei , c) = ⎨∑ ρ (e j , c)σ (ei , e j ).⎬α 0 (ei )
⎩ j =1

(5)

⎭

We refer to the term within parenthesis as the “effective relevance” of the term ei to case c and denote it
by Λ(ei, c).
It can be verified that (3) can be alternatively rewritten as

α 2 (c ) =

s

∑ Λ(e , c).α
j

j =1

0

(6)

(e j )

The significance of this redefinition stems from the observation that given an effective relevance
function Λ : E × C Æ ℜ, we can do away with Step 2 in the CRN retrieval process above. We can now
construct a Case Retrieval Network that does not use any similarity arcs in the retrieval phase. Instead,
the precomputation phase makes use of the similarity as well as relevance knowledge to arrive at
effective relevance values. The resulting CRN is called FCRN (for Fast CRN) and its operation is
shown in Fig. 2.
Precomputation Phase
The similarity and relevance values are used to precompute the effective relevance values

⎧ s
⎫
Λ (ei , c) = ⎨∑ ρ (e j , c)σ (ei , e j ).⎬
⎩ j =1
⎭
Retrieval Phase
Step 1: Given a query, initial IE node activations α0 are determined.
Step 2: The resulting IE node activations are propagated to all case nodes

α 2 (c ) =

s

∑ Λ(e , c).α
j =1

j

0

(e j )

The cases are then ranked according to their activations, and the top k retrieved
Fig. 2. Precomputation and Retrieval in FCRN

Fig. 3 shows an example CRN depicting a trivial setup with 4 IES and 4 cases, and the corresponding
equivalent FCRN. It is readily observed that while the relevance values in the original CRN were
sparse, the effective relevance values in the FCRN are relatively dense. This is because an Information
Entity is connected to all cases that contain similar Information Entities.
In the example shown, the effective relevance between case C1 and Information Entity IE1 is
computed as follows:
Λ(IE1,C1)=ρ(IE1,C1)σ(IE1,IE1) + ρ(IE2,C1)σ(IE1,IE2) + ρ(IE3,C1)σ(IE1,IE3) + ρ(IE4,C1)σ(IE1,IE4)
= (1×1) + (0×0) + (0×0.5) + (1×0.7) =1.7
Other elements of the effective relevance table can be similarly computed. It is interesting to note that
the effective relevance of the ith Information Entity with the jth case is given by the dot product of the
ith row of the similarity table (σ) with the jth row of the relevance table (ρ).
3.2 Time Complexity Analysis
In this section we briefly compare the retrieval time complexity of FCRNs with CRNs.
illustrates the pseudo-codes for retrieval using the CRN and FCRN respectively.
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Fig. 4

Fig. 3. A CRN over 3 cases and 4 IEs, and an operationally equivalent FCRN

CRNRetrieval
FOR each activated query IE (attribute A, value Vq in query)
/* A */
Determine all related IEs using similarity function σ
FOR each IE that is found relevant
/* B */
Determine all cases relevant to that IE using relevance function ρ
Increment scores of relevant cases
END FOR
END FOR
Rank and display related cases

FCRNRetrieval
FOR each activated query IE (attribute A, value Vq in query)
/* B */
Determine all cases relevant to that IE using effective relevance function Λ
Increment scores of relevant cases
END FOR
Rank and display related cases

Fig. 4. Pseudo-codes for retrieval using CRN and FCRN

The retrieval complexity is a function of loops /* A */ and /* B */ in the pseudo-codes :
complexity(CRNRetrieval)
and

∝ O(A×B)

complexity(FCRNRetrieval) ∝ O(B)
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The following two reasons contribute to the speedup in FCRN retrieval:
(a) Step A in the CRNRetrieval pseudo-code involves spreading activation to IE nodes similar to
the query IEs based on similarity values. This step is eliminated in FCRN retrieval since the
similarity knowledge is transferred to the effective relevance values during the precomputation
step. Thus, FCRN retrieval amounts to a simple table lookup for all cases “effectively”
relevant to the query IEs and aggregating the scores received by each case from the individual
query IEs. Using FCRNs, we can obtain efficiency very similar to inverted files typically used
in Information Retrieval applications [8]. However unlike inverted files, FCRNs also integrate
similarity knowledge in the retrieval process.
(b) Step B in FCRN retrieval involves a loop over IE nodes activated by the query. In contrast,
Step B of the CRN retrieval loops over all IEs similar to IE nodes activated by the query. In a
situation where most IEs are connected to many others by non-zero similarities, Step B in
FCRN would involve much fewer iterations compared to step B of a CRN.
The downside of FCRNs is that incremental and batch maintenance of the case base involves extra
precomputations. The effective relevance values need to be re-computed each time new cases are
inserted or existing cases deleted or edited. However, the recomputations can be limited to only those
effective relevance values that could potentially be affected.
3.3 Memory Requirements
Typically CRNs consume more memory when compared to a flat case base. This difference can be
largely attributed to the following two factors: (a) CRNs explicitly record |E| number of values
corresponding to Information Entities. (b) Also |E|2 values are required to model similarities between
IEs. In addition we have |Casebase| × |Attribute| relevance values between the IEs and the cases.
The memory requirement of a CRN is approximately given by
memory (CRN) = |E| + |CaseBase| + |E|2 + |Casebase| × |Attribute|
= |E| + |E|2 + |CaseBase| × (|Attribute|+1)
≈ |E| + |E|2 + memory(flat case base)
In FCRN we do not need to explicitly record the similarities between IEs. The memory requirement of
FCRN is given by
memory (FCRN) = |E| + |CaseBase| × (|Attribute|+1)
≈ |E| + memory(flat case base)
In textual CBR applications, the number of IEs could be extremely large, and the saving of |E|2 could
mean substantial gains in terms of memory requirements.
It is worth noting that while the in-memory requirement for FCRN retrieval is considerably less
than in CRN, we would still need to store the |E|2 similarity values for off-line maintenance. In a
situation where a particular IE is deleted, we would need to re-evaluate the effective relevance values to
reflect this change. This is possible only when the similarity information is available.
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4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present empirical results to illustrate FCRN efficiency in practical applications. The
datasets used for our experiments are not real textual case bases. Rather, a large number of IEs and
cases were simulated with randomly generated similarity and relevance values. The synthetic nature of
the datasets is not a major concern, since we are not really concerned with the actual cases retrieved.
Our main intent is to observe how CRNs and FCRN scale up with case base size. A similar
experimental strategy was also used in [14].
Table 1 shows the impact of the increase in number of IE nodes on the retrieval time. The case
base has 1000 cases and the similarity matrix is optimally dense, that is each similarity node is
connected to each other by a non-zero similarity value. Thus this result may be viewed as a worst-case
comparison of the CRN performance against FCRN. While CRN performance degrades steeply with
growth in the number of IEs, FCRN is stable. This is attributed to the savings in similarity computation,
and corresponds closely to our theoretical analysis in Section 3.2.
We also conducted experiments to relax the density of similarity connections and compare FCRN
performance against CRN. The results are shown in Table 2. We use 8000 IE nodes and 1000 cases in
our experiments. The density refers to the proportion of non-zero similarity values in the similarity
matrix. As the density increases from 0 (when no IE node is similar to any other node) to 1 (when all IE
nodes are related to all others), the CRN retrieval slows down considerably. Since FCRN does away
with the step of similarity propagation across IEs, its performance is not impeded by growth in
similarity matrix density.
It may be noted that the retrieval times in Tables 1 and 2 are rounded off to two significant digits.
This results in very low FCRN retrieval times being recorded as 0.00 secs.
Table 1. Retrieval time as a function of number of IEs

No. of IE Nodes
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000

CRN Retrieval Time (secs.)
0.04
0.12
0.22
0.35
0.49
0.66
1.42
3.40
3.86
4.98

FCRN Retrieval Time (secs.)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02

Table 2. Retrieval time as a function of the density of similarity matrix

Density of the
Similarity Matrix
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

CRN Retrieval Time (secs.)

FCRN Retrieval Time (secs.)

0.00
0.92
1.71
2.43
2.81
3.38

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
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5 Conclusion
We have presented a Fast Case Retrieval Network formalism that remodels the retrieval mechanism in
CRNs to eliminate redundant computations. This has significant implications in reducing retrieval time
and memory requirements when operating over case bases indexed over large numbers of Information
Entities and cases. A theoretical analysis of computational complexity and memory requirements
comparing FCRNs against CRNs is presented. Experimental results over large case bases demonstrate
significant speedup with FCRN. While we have used textual CBR as the running theme for presenting
our work, FCRN could, in principle, be applied to any large scale CBR application.
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Abstract. E-Commerce consumers are routinely overwhelmed with the sheer volume of product choices
available to them and often find it difficult to relate their subjective preferences to the presented product
descriptions. In this paper we describe a work in progress that concentrates on how research ideas from
conversational recommender systems and intelligent user interfaces can be combined. More specifically we
look at online retail environments where a conflict can exist between preference elicitation and the
vocabulary used to describe recommendations. In particular, we are interested in case-based conversational
recommenders that rely heavily on explicit feature-level feedback to help narrow down the number of
relevant products for a user. The key challenge in these e-Commerce domains is how to avoid lost sales as
a consequence of users being unable/unwilling to provide such fine-grained feature-specific feedback. In
this paper we introduce the iCARE System, which provides intelligent assistance for recommending
suitable eyeglasses to individuals. We describe how the iCARE System represents products and handles
preference elicitation through a merger of conversational recommendation and visualization techniques.

Keywords: Conversational Case-Based Recommendation, Preference Elicitation, Intelligent User
Interfaces, E-Commerce Applications.

1 Introduction
A key problem with case-based recommenders is the underlying assumption that users are readily able (and
willing) to describe their needs and preferences in terms of the product features that are available to the
recommender. Considerable research indicates that this is not always possible for a variety of reasons [e.g., 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5]. Product domain examples such as jewelry, clothing, technology, and art, are especially
challenging. For example, in each of these domains, detailed case descriptions of the recommendation items
are usually readily available, but users are often unable to understand and map how these relate to their
subjective needs. This amounts to a ‘vocabulary gap’ in case-based recommenders, often due to limited user
expertise of domain characteristics, which renders available case descriptions effectively useless.
Take, for example, an online user seeking to purchase a diamond engagement ring. While a multitude of
distinctive features describe every engagement ring, the stone makeup itself is usually the most important
aspect. Features that characterize the stone include, weight, color, carat, clarity, cut, girdle, fluorescence, rest,
polish, to name but a few. Importantly, these features are readily available and these are the precise
characteristics that influence recommendation for experts in the domain (e.g., jewelers)1.
It is understandable that the majority of users may often be unable to provide a recommender with such
precise feature-specific feedback; feedback that it needs to influence retrieval. This severely limits the
recommender’s ability to narrow down the range of suitable alternatives, thus compromising overall
efficiency.
1
In the 1950’s, Gemological Institute of America Inc. (GIA) created the International Diamond Grading/Reporting System,
and established the standards that revolutionized the diamond industry. By this system the characteristics of every diamond
are precisely described by a lengthy set of technical feature-value pairs and a quality grading. The process is involved and
very strict but by the end of it quality certified diamonds are the result. This both protects the consumer and the jeweler
from fraud and helps determine the price of any particular diamond.
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With these points in mind we focus on one such domain, and discuss how we integrate ideas from
conversational case-based recommender systems and product visualization through the interface of an
intelligent customer assistant. We introduce the iCARE system (i.e., Intelligent Customer Assistance for
Recommending Eyewear). iCARE suggests eyewear (spectacles, sunglasses etc.) to users. A recommendation
facility is appropriate in this domain given that the range of alternatives is enormous and often outweighs a
user’s ability to survey them all. Importantly, structured case descriptions are available for all eyewear
products in the form of feature-value representations. However, few of these features are likely to be
meaningful/highly influential to the user, and so they may be unable to provide crucial feedback to the
recommender system in terms of these specific features. It is also a domain where a user’s subjective
appreciation of the effect brought about by a recommendation has an enormous influence. At the end of the
day, how a pair of glasses will look on the user will largely influence their final purchase decision. Thus, our
recommender system must include a visualization component such that users may appreciate how a particular
pair of glasses will look when worn.
In the following sections we describe underlying architecture and basic operation of the iCARE system,
highlighting how eyeglasses cases are represented within system. Section 3 focuses on the technical details
relating to one of the central components of the system namely the recommendation engine. Finally, in
section 4, an illustrative walkthrough of the system is provided to illustrate the effect of combining these
visualization and recommendation processes.

2 The iCARE System
The iCARE System is an online system that allows users to shop for suitable glasses (i.e., frames). The
overview of its current functionality is as follows: (1) a user can upload their picture to the system, (2) the
iCARE system processes the image using effective feature-detection algorithms in order to pin-point the
precise location and dimensions of the user’s eyes, (3) the user enters into a conversational dialogue with the
system, where the system recommends frame options over a series of recommendation cycles. The user can
see these frames on their uploaded picture and provide feedback, (4) the iCARE system uses their feedback to
adapt the behavior of the recommendation component and influence subsequent retrievals. In addition, the
user can interact with iCARE in a variety of other ways.
2.1 Overview of System Architecture
The following subsections provide an overview of the basic iCARE system architecture. More precise
technical details relating to the functioning of the iCARE application will be discussed in later sections. The
iCARE system (Fig. 1) has three key component layers; (1) the product data representation layer, (2) the
application layer, and (3) the user interface layer.

2.1.1 Representing Products as Cases
The iCARE system uses a case-based representation to store product information. Each case stores a detailed
content description of a pair of glasses, along with a corresponding image of the glasses described. Currently,
there are a total of 3061 cases in the iCARE case base. A partial eyeglasses case is shown at the bottom of Fig
1, with each case description represented by a list of feature-value pairs. There are two main types of featurevalue pairs, nominal and numeric. Examples of nominal and numeric descriptive features common to all cases
include price, shape, lens size, bridge size and material. In total, each case is described by 12 individual
feature-value pairs. In addition, a corresponding image of the product option (i.e., a frame) that each case
describes is also stored.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the basic iCARE system architecture

2.1.2 Application Overview
There are two crucial components central to the functioning of the iCARE application: the conversational
recommendation engine and the product visualization engine. This section provides details relating to the
responsibilities and operational overview of these two components and in Section 3 the recommender engine
will be discussed in greater detail. Ultimately, the iCARE system will be accessible to users online through a
retailer’s website, or in-store through a kiosk/interactive screen. SpecSavers Optical Group Ltd. , for example,
already offer their in-store customers a kiosk-based opportunity to try on different frame options, while having
their picture taken and displayed at the same time. Importantly, the service they provide does not allow users
to interact in any other way, nor do they have access to product data or capability of seeing suggestions; they
simply take pictures and display these for the customer’s information.
The conversational recommender engine is responsible for retrieving relevant product recommendations in
view of user feedback, and routing these to the interfacing layer. Importantly, the recommendation approach
supports a conversational interaction between a user and the system, and is based on the comparison-based
framework proposed by McGinty and Smyth [6]. The basic algorithm behind the approach we have
implemented can be summarized as follows: (1) new items are recommended to the user based on the current
query; (2) the user reviews the recommendations. Specifically they are given the opportunity to ‘try on’ the
options and indicate which option they prefer the most; (3) information about the difference between the
selected item and the remaining alternatives is used to revise the query for the next cycle. The
recommendation process terminates when the user is presented with a suitable recommendation.
The visualization engine is responsible for the image processing functions within the iCARE system and
provides the product visualization/‘Try On’ capability at each interaction cycle. Facial feature detection
algorithms are used to detect the location of the eyes in the image as well as the width, height and skin tone of
the face. Briefly, in detecting the eyes for example, the first step is to convert the image into a monochrome
image that emphasizes the eyes, nose and mouth areas, leaving the eyes, nose and mouth as black regions
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against a predominantly white face, Fig. 2. A vertical scan is performed through the image and location of the
eyes can be estimated based on changes in the number of black and white pixels in a given area. The width
and height of the face are also calculated using an edge detection technique[7] . (see [8] for a more detailed
explanation). Determining the location of the eyes and facial dimensions using techniques such as these,
allows the recommender to help users visualize how a pair of glasses will look when worn

Fig. 2. The key facial detection steps

2.1.3 User Interfacing
The primary roles of the user interface layer are to handle message passing between the user and the
application layer and to display the outputs of the recommender and visualization engines. By design, the
iCARE user interface is clear and intuitive; the left-hand side of the interface is dedicated to visualization
interaction and the right-hand side is reserved for the display and review of product recommendations (Fig. 4).
Aside from having the opportunity to see the visual effect for each recommendation, the user also has the
opportunity to directly apply a range of further image adjustments as they feel necessary. Examples include
image tilts, zoom-in, zoom-out etc. In addition, at any stage the user may review the technical descriptions that
relate to each recommendation alternative, or backtrack to an earlier recommendation cycle.
The provision of product visualization as well as product descriptions is useful as it caters for both novice
and expert users. Product visualization is useful at the start of the session where a user can get a good idea of
the style of glasses that suits them best without having to provide exact values for specific technical features.
Later in the recommendation session the user may indeed wish to consult the recommendation descriptions to
better appreciate the trade-offs between neck and neck alternatives (e.g., price differences could be influential
in their final purchase decision).
Ultimately, the iCARE system will be accessible to users online through a retailer’s website, or in-store
through a kiosk/interactive screen. SpecSavers Optical Group Ltd.2 , for example, already offer their in-store
customers a kiosk-based opportunity to try on different frame options, while having their picture taken and
displayed at the same time. Importantly, the service they provide does not allow users to interact in any other
way, nor do they have access to product data or capability of seeing suggestions; they simply take pictures and
display these for the customer’s information.

3 The Recommendation Engine
The iCARE conversational recommender engine supports an iterative interaction with the user, providing
them with cyclic feedback opportunities to influence retrieval. In terms of preference elicitation the
2

A well-known European-based optician.
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assumptions we make here are: (1) users are capable of recognizing what they like when the see it, (2) users
are willing to provide minimal preference information on examples in order to see more suitable
recommendation results. As mentioned earlier the algorithm we have implemented is based on the
comparison-based framework proposed in [6], and has three key stages: Review, Revise and Retrieve. In this
section we describe what happens at each of these stages in the iCARE System.
4.1 Review
At the review stage of each recommendation cycle the user is afforded the opportunity to provide feedback
over presented alternatives. It is intended that in each cycle the user need only provide high-level preferencebased feedback, PBF, (largely based on visual preference). They do this by clicking the ‘More Like This’
option associated with the recommendation alternative that they feel suits them best as illustrated in Figs. 4
and 5. Importantly, there is a direct mapping between the high-level feedback they provide and the featurebased item descriptions (i.e., cases) available to the system.
4.2 Revise
The iCARE recommender responds and revises its understanding of a user’s personal requirements (i.e., the
evolving query) at the revise stage of each recommendation cycle. Once a user has indicated their preference
cases from amongst the recommended alternatives the corresponding feature-based description for that case is
used to do this. There are a number of ways that a user’s preference-based feedback can be utilized (at the
query revise stage) in order to influence retrievals in the next cycle. The most common approach is to use the
preferred case description as the query for the next cycle (Fig. 3). Smyth and McGinty describe a number of
alternatives to this More-Like-This (MLT) approach [6], such as the idea of weighting certain features
according to the number of alternatives presented. The current version of iCARE allows for the use of each of
these proposed strategies, as well as others that use feedback gathered over a number of cycles to influence
retrieval. Investigations are underway to determine the best strategy to use in this domain and a real-user study
of the whole system is also planned. For the purposes of this discussion we will be confining ourselves to the
basic MLT strategy.

Fig. 3. Illustrating query revision using feature values from the preference case

4.3 Retrieve
Before the recommender can present the user with the k most similar cases to their most recent preference, the
remaining product cases are ranked in decreasing order of their similarity to the current query, Q, according to
Equation 1. In this equation all the features are treated equally but weights in the range 0 to 1 can be
introduced to give certain features more influence on the final similarity. Accordingly, the final score is
always a number between 0 and 1.
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∑
Sim(Q, C ) =

n
i =1

featureSim( FQi, FCi )

(1)

n

When calculating similarity at the feature level nominal and numeric values need to be handled differently.
For nominal features an exact match comparison is carried out, returning the value 1 when the values match
and 0 otherwise. Numeric values, on the other hand, use their relative difference as a basis for similarity
calculation. The equation for this is shown in Equation 2 where FQ and FC are the values for the numeric
features being compared.

featureSim( FQ, FC ) = 1 -

FQ - FC

(2)

max( FQ, FC )

5 Sample Session Walk-Through
At the beginning of a recommendation session with the iCARE System, a user is required to upload their
digital picture to the system and provide some basic query constraints (i.e., price, shape, gender) if they wish.
The resulting query is made up of the users facial dimensions (following processing), and a list of these
feature-value pairs. Once the submits this query they are presented with a set of k recommendations and are
invited to “Try These On” if they wish. Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of a user asking to try on a specific
recommendation from a set of four presented alternatives. The user can indicate which option they prefer by
clicking the “More Like This” link associated with their choice.

Fig. 4. A set of recommendations is presented to the user. He decides to try in the ‘Oliver
Peoples Trip’ pair of glasses and the frame for that pair is superimposed over his image.

This will bring up a new set of recommendations, i.e., those that are most similar to their previous
preference (Fig. 5). The user can decide to fit on these options as before, and/or view their associated feature
descriptions by clicking the “Show Description” button). Irrespective of how the user arrives at their decision,
the recommender will always wait for a user to indicate which product they prefer the most, and retrieve
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similar alternatives to this preference. This process continues until the user decides to “Buy” a presented
option.

Fig. 5. Having tried on the pair of glasses as shown in Fig. 4, the user selected that pair as his preferred item.
Shown here is the set of recommendations returned by the system using that item as a query.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
A key challenge for recommender systems research in the area of e-Commerce is the accurate modelling of
user preferences in the course of a once-off recommendation session [5, 9, 10]. A closely related topic of
interest in the user interfacing community is the notion of providing users with more customized services
through intuitive controlled interaction. This project set out to investigate research ideas leading to improved
interfacing and recommendation processes in product domains that lend themselves well to case-based
techniques and basic preference elicitation modes. These domains tend to have the following key
characteristics; (1) detailed (often technical) descriptions are available for recommendation items; (2) other
recommendation techniques, such as collaborative recommendation, tend to be unsuitable; (3) a vocabulary
problem exists between the user and the system, in the sense that users find it difficult to provide precise
feature preference information in relation to the descriptions presented.
In this paper we describe how valuable low-cost, high-level preference-based feedback can be volunteered
by the user through visualization measures, and how this low-cost feedback can be translated and utilized by a
conversational case-based recommender through the use of an intelligent customer assistant. The iCARE
system allows users to shop for suitable glasses by providing the facility for users to visualize and appreciate
the effect of each recommendation option (i.e., see how different frame options look on them). We propose
that users are capable of providing high-level preferential feedback in the form of “I like it, or not". Users need
not be relied upon to understand or describe precise features as they relate to their preferences. Instead this is
implicitly captured by the feature-level item descriptions (i.e., the causes that bring about the effects).
We propose that this mode of user-system interaction is very intuitive and presents only a low-cost to the
user. It is very natural that a user may be more interested in the visual effect (how the glasses will look), as
opposed to specific technical features (e.g., lens size, weight), particularly at the early stages of the
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recommendation process. Similar arguments can be made for other e-Commerce domains (e.g., clothing,
hairstyles, cosmetic surgery and artwork). Importantly, the user has the option to review the item feature
descriptions at any stage.
We are now at a stage where more advanced recommendation strategies can be employed and evaluated in
the iCARE system. This could include using the face proportions a user has to perhaps recommend the type of
glasses that would best suit their facial shape and/or skin tone. As part of our future work agenda we intend to
examine this possibility as well as investigate more sophisticated ways of query revision. Currently, query
revision uses only feedback information captured in a single cycle. We have begun to investigate various
cumulative revision strategies that could further improve the overall performance, as well as provide
justifications for particular recommendations. Finally, we are also in the process of setting up a large-scale
real-user trial in order to gain further useful feedback.
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Abstract. The growth in e-Commerce and the continued influence it has on our lives has led to the
development of supportive technologies that help consumers locate target products easily. As a
consequence, conversational case-based recommender systems that narrow the number of relevant
products according to user feedback have been the focus of much recent study. One major theme of
research here has looked at how user feedback can best inform this process whilst at the same time
minimise recommendation session length. In this paper we concentrate on how a user’s preference-based
feedback over presented product cases can be used to improve the accuracy of case retrievals, and
subsequently reduce session lengths. We propose and evaluate two alternative query revision strategies
that revise the recommender system’s understanding of what the user is looking for based on the
cumulative feedback they provide in the context of a given recommender session.

Keywords: Query Revision, User Feedback, Recommender Systems

1 Introduction
Product recommender systems help users to navigate towards suitable products of interest when their ability
to compare and evaluate the options is over-whelmed by the number of possibilities. The type of
recommender system technology to use depends on the level (and type) of product description information
that is available [4, 5, 14]. In the absence of detailed feature-rich content information, collaborative filtering
techniques are typically used to identify and make recommendations to users with similar tastes [8, 16]. On
the other hand, if detailed feature-rich descriptions are available for the recommendation items, case-based
recommenders may be more appropriate [6]. The classic CBR recommendation approach assumes that a
history of feature-rich prior case experiences (e.g., product transactions, purchases, etc.) is available, and it is
expected that these cases will be useful for guiding future searches in other relevant recommendation sessions
[7. 15]. Session-independent recommendation refers to recommendation scenarios of this kind, where casebased recommendations are made based on information accumulated independently of the current session [3,
17]. Session-dependent recommendation, on the other hand, refers to recommendation scenarios where only
information gathered in the context of the given session can be used to generate recommendations for an
individual user [3]. Recommendation tasks where the system has no prior interaction history for a user, or
domains where a user’s historical record has no influence (e.g., once-off irregular purchases), are well-suited
to this kind of recommendation approach [17].
Recent research in the area of case-based recommendation has highlighted the importance of using user
feedback to inform retrievals in session-dependent recommendation scenarios. Such conversational CBR
recommenders [2, 9] tend to engage the user in a cyclic dialogue where recommendation options are
presented to the user and the user provides feedback on these options. Importantly, this user feedback allows a
recommender to make better suggestions by adapting its current understanding of the user’s requirements.
The recommendation task is somewhat straightforward, although hardly trivial, when the user’s requirements
are clearly specified - a standard similarity-based search technique will produce a ranked list of
recommendations based on their similarity to the user’s fully specified requirements. Of course in the real
world, and especially in consumer application domains where recommender systems are commonly deployed,
user requirements are rarely fully specified, leaving the recommender to work with a partial set of
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requirements that are unlikely to probe the product space in the region of a suitable product during an initial
retrieval. In previous related work, CBR researchers such as Shimazu [18], McSherry [13], and McGinty &
Smyth [10, 11, 20], have tried to understand and implement ways of addressing this preference elicitation
problem (see Section 2). In all of these works the aim has been to adapt the query (i.e., the system’s
understanding of the user’s product need) by using feedback collected in a given recommendation cycle, on a
set of alternative cases. A further objective has been to limit the number of recommendation cycles required
before a user is presented with their target case.
In this paper we concentrate on how user feedback (i.e., preference-based feedback) on presented product
cases can be used to improve the accuracy of case retrievals and consequently reduce session lengths. We
propose and evaluate two alternative query revision strategies that revise the recommender system’s
understanding of what the user is looking for based on the cumulative feedback they provide solely in the
context of a given recommender session. Before describing these strategies in Section 3, we briefly discuss
some related research in this area in Section 2. Finally, we report some of the initial evaluation results we
have found in relation to our strategies in Section 4.

2 Comparison Based Recommendation
The comparison-based recommendation algorithm [11], provided in Fig 1, defines a three step procedure for
each iterative recommendation cycle. Each cycle can be summarized as follows: (1) new items are
recommended to the user based on the current query; (2) the user reviews the recommendations and indicates
which option they prefer; (3) information about the difference between the selected item and the remaining
alternatives is used to revise the query for the next cycle. The recommendation process terminates either when
the user is presented with a suitable recommendation or when they give up.

Fig. 1. The Comparison-Based Recommendation Algorithm
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2.1 Recommend
At the recommend stage of each comparison recommendation cycle (lines 9 to 14), k cases are presented to
the user. These recommendations are typically generated using a similarity algorithm that returns the k most
similar cases to the current query. The problem with using a similarity approach is that the recommendations
that are returned may be very similar to each other and this limits the coverage of the recommender in each
cycle. Unnecessarily long recommendation sessions can be the result of very dense product spaces.
Ways of addressing this problem include introducing diversity or looking at ways of combining similarity
and diversity [1, 13, 19]. A number of strategies for improving recommendation diversity have been
suggested. Shimazu [18], for example, proposes the recommendation of three items or cases (i1, i2 and i3) per
recommendation cycle: i1 is the most similar case to the query; i2 is maximally dissimilar from i1; and i3 is
maximally dissimilar from i1 and i2. By design these items are maximally diverse, but similarity to the query
may be compromised as there are no guarantees that i2 and i3 will be very similar to the query.
Other researchers have proposed alternative diversity enhancing mechanisms with a more flexible balance
between item diversity and query similarity [1, 13, 19]. Smyth & McGinty [20] propose a flexible mechanism
for introducing recommendation diversity based on the feedback a user provides in each recommendation
cycle. They propose the adaptive selection approach where the most recent preference case is carried from
cycle-to-cycle, and this is used as a way of assessing the recommendation focus. For instance, a re-selection
of the same preference case by the user is seen as evidence that the search is incorrectly focused. Diversity is
introduced in order to maximise the coverage of the item space in the next cycle, and so help to refocus the
recommender by offering the user contrasting recommendations. In the event that a user selects a new
preference case then a pure similarity-based selection method can be used to refine the recommendations and
safeguard against passing over the target item.
2.2 Review
After a set of recommendations have been proposed to the user, the Comparison-Based Recommender
requires that the user reviews these recommendations and provide some form of feedback to the system. A
basic form of this feedback is Preference-Based Feedback, where the user only has to identify the product
which they prefer out of the set of recommendations. The advantage of this type of feedback is that it does not
require the user to understand all of the technical features of the product and it also requires minimal effort
from the user to interact with the system. Alternative forms of feedback [10] are: 1) Critiquing, which
requires the user to apply a critique to a particular feature (e.g. a lower price, a different manufacturer); 2)
Ratings Based, which requires that the user apply a rating describing the user’s likeness for the particular
product or 3) Preference Elicitation, which asks the user to supply exact feature values which that user wants.
2.3 Revise
Lines 20 to 26 of Fig 1 summarize how a typical comparison-based recommender responds and revises its
understanding of a user’s personal requirements (i.e., the evolving query) at the revise stage of each
recommendation cycle using session-dependent feedback. The simplest form of query revision is the Morelike-This approach (MLT), where each feature of the preferred case acts as a new query feature (i.e., the most
recent preference case becomes the query for the next recommendation cycle).
Line 23 refers to part of the algorithm that updates the query with features from the preferred case cp. The
advantage is that a partial user query can be instantly extended to include additional features (from the
preferred case) in the hope of focusing more effectively on the right set of cases during the next
recommendation cycle. However, not every feature of the preferred case may be relevant to the current user;
for instance, a user may prefer one holiday over others because of its low price and not because of its location.
This over-fitting to user feedback can cause the search to wander away to irrelevant parts of the product space
resulting in long recommendation cycles and the need to examine more cases than necessary.
Using user feedback to inform the retrieval strategy imposed is one way of addressing this problem.
Another idea is to look at alternative ways of adapting the query to more accurately reflect user intention.
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McGinty and Smyth [10] propose a number of alternative query revision strategies that try to address this
issue. One example, the wMLT strategy, attempts to weight the new query features based on the degree of
confidence that we can attribute to them as preferences for the user. The basic idea is that the more
alternatives that have been presented to the user, the more confident we can be about learning their
preference.
weight( fi, R) =

# of alternatives to fi in R
R

(1)

While different query revision strategies have been proposed and evaluated against MLT [10, 11], they all
share one common characteristic. That is, they all operate using only user feedback provided in the context of
a single recommendation cycle. Although evaluations have demonstrated that significant reductions in overall
session length are achievable (i.e., potential session length reductions of up to 30% over MLT have been
recorded [10]), the possibility of following false-leads still exists. There are two key reasons for this. First of
all, these strategies do not reason about the decisions a user has made previously in the context of a given
session. Query revisions are made on the basis of information gained at the cycle level. Thus, aside from the
representation characteristics of systems that use these strategies, there is little experience-based reasoning in
the conventional CBR sense. Secondly, all the revision strategies that have been proposed work well if the
recommendation set in a given cycle is sufficiently diverse in terms of their feature alternatives.
Motivated by the problems associated with cycle-dependent query revision approaches, we have started to
look at alternatives that do reason based on previous session-dependant decisions made on recommended
cases. Specifically, we have started to explore the possibility of adapting the query in each cycle using
feedback accumulated over the series of preceding recommendation cycles.

3 Cumulative Query Revision
In this section we describe two alternative strategies that focus on using prior experience to revise the query
from cycle to cycle, based on the cumulative feedback received by a comparison-based recommender
throughout the course of the given session. Both strategies discussed involve revisions to the QueryRevise
procedure of the comparison-based recommendation algorithm (see Fig 1 and Fig 4). For clarity, the feedback
policy we assume is preference-based feedback (i.e., a user simply indicates which recommendation item they
prefer from a set of k alternatives).

Fig. 2. Structure of Cumulative Query Update

As users make their way from cycle to cycle they make a preference-based decision and choose one case
from a set of recommendations. These choices contain implicit frequency of occurrence information that can
provide valuable input for subsequent query revisions and retrievals. Here we propose two approaches,
CFO-A and CFO-B, which prioritise feature values that have been repeatedly preferred by a user.
3.2 CFO-A
As users make their way from cycle to cycle they make a preference-based decision and choose one case from
a set of recommendations. As the recommendation process continues two sets of cases are built up, one
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contains their preference case for each cycle (i.e., PreferredCase(i)), and the other contains the cases they
rejected (i.e., RejectedCases(i)), for each cycle. Ideally, our algorithm will recognize and prioritize feature
values that have been repeatedly preferred by a user. A straightforward method of attempting to extract this
information is as follows: as a user makes choices throughout their session, a count is kept of how many times
a particular feature value, v, occurs in each of their preference cases. As a user proceeds, some features will
have values that occur in their preference frequently and will build up a larger count than others.
⎧1 if ( f , v) ∈ PreferredCase(i )
Preferred(i, f , v) = ⎨
⎩0 Otherwise

(2)

⎧− 1 if ( f , v) ∈ RejectedCa ses(i )
Rejected (i, f , v) = ⎨
⎩0 Otherwise

(3)

In addition to this, the values contained in the rejected cases are also monitored such that if a feature value
occurs in one of these rejected cases, its count value is decremented. Equations 1 and 2 outline how the count
for a feature value is affected if it is contained in either a preference or a rejected case. So the count of a value
v for the feature f, across all cycles 1 to n will be as follows;
Count( f , v) = ∑i =1 Preferred(i, f , v) + ∑i =1 Rejected(i, f , v)
n

n

(4)

The count kept can become negative if a value is rejected more than it is chosen from cycle to cycle.
Importantly, the rejection of a feature value is only counted once in a cycle, even if it occurred in all the
rejected cases for that cycle. To penalize a value for being involved in 2 rejected cases for example, would
mean that it would need to be in the preference case twice again before breaking even, not taking into account
any additional rejected occurrences. So, when revising the query for the next recommendation cycle the
feature values that have the largest count are transferred into the new query. In the event of a tie, one of the
values with the joint highest count is chosen randomly, and for features where no value has a positive count
that feature is left empty so it will not influence similarity calculations and retrieval.

Fig. 3. Example of Cumulative Query Update
Fig 3 shows a simple example of CFO applied to a travel recommendation example. The user has already
gone through 3 cycles, in each of which she was presented with 2 cases. From these she chose her preference
case and the task is to revise the query so new recommendations can be made. The first feature describes the
type of holiday available. From the previous preference and rejected cases “Bathing” is given a score of 1
since it is accepted once while not being rejected. In comparison the “Active” holiday type was given an
overall score of -1 and “City” was given a score of 0. Bathing has the largest score and is therefore transferred
into the new query. Similarly, the other feature values, “$2498”, “Egypt”, “Plane”, “Oct” and “2Stars” are
also transferred.
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3.3 CFO-B
Given that this piece of work is in its early stages of maturity, a slight variation of the previously described
approach was also implemented for comparison information. The only difference in CFO-B is that counts are
not used for numeric value features (e.g. holiday price or duration). Instead, for numeric-valued features, the
value transferred to the new query is the mean value of that feature over the values that occur in the
preference cases of earlier cycles. This means that, in CFO-B, all numeric-valued features will be included in
a query; in CFO-A, on the other hand, if the count for all values of such a feature is negative or zero, the
feature is not included in the query and therefore does not influence the next retrieval.

4 Experimental Evaluation
Having presented a straightforward and basic approach to query revision, this section looks to evaluate its
performance against the benchmark MLT query revision strategy.
4.1 Setup and Methodology
To carry out the evaluation we used the well-known Travel dataset 1 which contains 1024 holiday case
descriptions. In order to generate a set of test queries, each of these cases is selected to serve as a seed case.
For each of these seed cases random queries of lengths 1, 3 and 5 were generated. A specific target case (i.e.,
the most similar to the seed) was then appointed. All queries were solved using a leave-one-out methodology.
For clarity, the preference case in each recommendation cycle was deemed to be that which is most similar to
the target. The experiments were conducted for varying values of k (i.e., the number of recommendations
returned during each recommendation cycle) from 2 to 10 in increments of 2 with the session terminating
when the target case was presented. Three revision approaches were used: the first two being CFO-A and
CFO-B as outlined above and also, as a benchmark, the MLT query revision strategy.
4.2 Recommendation Efficiency Results
Previous research has highlighted that a key evaluation criteria for conversational recommenders is the
recorded reduction in session length [8, 10, 11, 12, 20]. Thus, in our evaluations we measure the number of
recommendation cycles a user must go through before they find their target item. Fig 6(a) shows how all three
algorithms compared over a range of query difficulties (i.e., easy queries contain 5 features or more, moderate
queries between 3 and 5 features, and difficult queries that only had 1 initial feature).
We find that both of our cumulative approaches achieve significant efficiency advantages over the standalone MLT approach. CFO-B performs the best, recording an overall improvement on MLT of 48%; the
CFO-A variation is only marginally behind recording an overall improvement over MLT of 46%.
Importantly, the relative benefits (over MLT) enjoyed by the CFO algorithms increase with query difficulty.
Fig 6(a) shows that CFO-B leads to session reductions of between 43% (easy queries) and 52% (difficult
queries). CFO-A shows a similar pattern of results with benefits of between 41% and 50% for easy and more
difficult queries respectively. The recommendation sessions associated with more difficult queries include
more false-leads than the sessions for simpler queries, and so offer the CFO approaches an even greater
opportunity for cycle reduction. We have found compatible results for other data-sets (e.g., whiskey, PC).

1

This dataset is freely downloadable from URL: http://www.ai-cbr.org
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Fig. 4. Evaluation results (using the Travel data-set) looking at recommendation efficiency (a), and illustrating the typical
similarity profile of a preference case to the target case in a typical recommendation session (b).

In Section 2.3 we highlighted that the MLT query revision approach tends to over-fit to user feedback.
Figure 4(b) illustrates the severity of this problem by graphing the similarity of the preference to the target in
a sample recommendation dialog. Instead of an increasing similarity profile we find sustained decreases in
similarity as MLT follows false-leads. Between cycles 5 and 14, target similarity falls from .61 to as low as .5
as the user is forced to accept poor recommendations. In fact, MLT does not manage to present a better
recommendation than that presented in cycle 4 until cycle 24! Indeed it is only after cycle 36 that MLT
finally begins to focus on the target region.
Fig 4(b) also shows that while the cumulative revision methods do not entirely eliminate this over-fitting
issue they are far less sensitive to it. For both CFO-A and CFO-B the number of sustained descents are much
less than MLT, and both begin to focus in on the target after cycles 13 and 14. This is evidence that using
cumulative feedback can help the recommender to better correct its focus and move away from false-leads.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Recent research in the area of case-based recommendation has highlighted the importance of using user
feedback to inform retrievals in session-dependent recommendation scenarios. To date, work in this area has
focused on implementing query revision strategies that use only information collected in an individual
recommendation cycle. Importantly, the preference decisions made by the user in the preceding cycles do not
influence subsequent case retrievals.
In this paper we propose and evaluate two alternative query revision strategies that revise the recommender
system’s understanding of what the user is looking for based on the cumulative feedback they provide. Our
first evaluation results indicate that even very basic approaches to cumulative query revision can lead to very
significant reductions in terms of the number of cycles a user must engage in before they find their target.
The research ideas described by this paper simply scratch-the-surface of some of the possibilities when it
comes to implementing cumulative query revision polices. We intend to continue this branch of investigation
and look at the opportunities that exist to further improve on the ideas discussed in this paper. We also intend
to conduct a full comparative evaluation of the wMLT and adaptive selection procedures against our proposed
cumulative algorithms. Of course, there is no reason why we could not integrate our cumulative algorithms
with the effective adaptive selection retrieval strategy proposed by Smyth and McGinty[2]. It certainly would
be interesting to look at the effect of applying reasoning techniques in both the retrieval and revision stages of
the comparison recommendation cycle. We intend to investigate the potential benefits of doing this in the near
future with the intent of further demonstrating the advantages of conversational, case-based recommender
systems.
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Abstract. Compromise-driven retrieval (CDR) is an approach to retrieval in recommender systems in
which the products retrieved in response to a given query are guaranteed to provide full coverage of
the available products. That is, for any product that is not recommended, one that is recommended is
at least as similar and involves the same or fewer compromises. We focus in this paper on the
compensatory role of similarity in the approach and show that taking account of default preferences
with respect to attributes not mentioned in the user’s query helps to ensure that otherwise competitive
products which fail to satisfy all the user’s requirements are not overlooked in the retrieval process.
We also examine the role of default preferences in explaining a CDR system’s recommendations.
Keywords. Recommender systems, case-based reasoning, user preferences, explanation

1

Introduction

In case-based reasoning (CBR) approaches to product recommendation, descriptions of the available
products are stored in a product case base and retrieved in response to user queries. An important
advantage of similarity-based retrieval in this context is that if no case exactly matches the user’s
requirements she can be shown the cases that are most similar to her query [1]. However, the most similar
cases also tend to be very similar to each other, with the result that the user may be offered a limited
choice [2, 3]. It is also not unusual for the recommended cases to involve compromises (i.e., unsatisfied
requirements) that the user is not prepared to accept, which means that the system has failed to
recommend an acceptable product [4].
Compromise-driven retrieval (CDR) has the important benefit of ensuring that the cases
recommended in response to a given query cover all possible compromises that the user might be willing
to accept [4]. Similarity and compromise play complementary roles in ensuring that for any case not
included in the CDR retrieval set, one of the recommended cases is at least as similar and involves the
same or fewer compromises. As demonstrated in our CDR recommender system First Case [4], another
important benefit is that recommendations can easily be explained.
Recent research has highlighted the potential benefits of default (or assumed) preferences in CBR
recommender systems, for example as a means of reducing the length of recommendation dialogues in
incremental approaches to query elicitation [5-6]. Often in recommender systems it is possible to identify
less-is-better (LIB) attributes whose values most users would prefer to minimise and more-is-better
(MIB) attributes whose values most users would prefer to maximise [1, 4-7]. In a recommender system
for digital cameras, for example, attributes such as resolution, optical zoom, digital zoom, and memory
might be treated as MIB attributes and attributes such as price and weight as LIB attributes. McSherry [5]
proposes an approach to the assessment of a case’s similarity with respect to such attributes in which
there is no need for preferred values to be elicited from the user. Instead, the preferred value of a LIB
attribute is assumed to be its minimum value in the case base, while the preferred value of a MIB attribute
is assumed to be its maximum value.
As we show in this paper, taking account of default preferences with respect to non-query attributes in
CDR has the important benefit of helping to ensure that otherwise competitive products that fail to satisfy
all the user’s requirements are not overlooked in the retrieval process. We also demonstrate the use of
default preferences to explain why a case is more highly recommended than another case that involves
additional compromises. Finally, we investigate the effects of taking account of non-query attributes on
the size of the CDR retrieval set.
In Section 2, we present a brief overview of CDR and our approach to similarity assessment with
respect to default preferences in First Case 2, a new version of First Case. The example case base that we
use to demonstrate the approach is McCarthy et al.’s [8] digital camera (DC) case base, which contains
the descriptions of over 200 digital cameras. In Section 3, we present empirical evidence to support the
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hypothesis that taking account of default preferences with respect to non-query attributes helps to ensure
that otherwise competitive cases that fail to satisfy all the user’s requirements are not overlooked. In
Section 4, we present an empirical analysis of cognitive load in CDR and how it is affected by taking
account of non-query attributes in the retrieval process. Related work is discussed in Section 5 and our
conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2

Compromise-Driven Retrieval

In this section, we describe the retrieval process in First Case 2, a new version of our CDR recommender
system First Case [4].
2.1 Similarity and Compromise
In First Case 2, the user’s query may include upper limits for LIB attributes, lower limits for MIB
attributes, and required/ideal values for other attributes in the domain. In the DC case base, for example,
the user’s query might be:
Q = {make = Sony, price ≤ 350, style = compact, optical zoom ≥ 5, weight ≤ 200}
We refer to the number of attributes m in a given query as the length of the query. As we shall see, any
default preferences with respect to non-query attributes are also used in the retrieval process. A full-length
user query is one that involves all attributes in the case base.
The user’s query is used in two distinct and complementary ways in CDR, namely to assess each case
in terms of its similarity, and to assess each case in terms of any compromises it involves. The
compromises associated with a given case are those attributes in the user’s query with respect to which it
fails to satisfy the user’s requirements. A case may fail to satisfy the user’s requirements in one or more
of the following ways:
•
•
•

Its value for a LIB attribute is more than the upper limit
Its value for a MIB attribute is less than the lower limit
Its value for a nominal or numeric attribute for which a required value is specified fails to match the required
value

In the DC case base [8], each camera is described in terms of its make, price, style, resolution, optical
zoom, digital zoom, weight, storage type, and memory. For the example query Q above, Case 192 in the
DC case base involves compromises with respect to make, price, and weight:
Case 192: Hewlett-Packard, 432, compact, 5.1, 8.1, 7, 500, SC, 32
We denote this by writing:
compromises(Case 192, Q) = {make, price, weight}
We say that a case C exactly matches a given query Q if:
compromises(C, Q) = φ

(1)

In CDR, two cases C1 and C2 are said to be alike if they involve the same compromises with respect to a
given query Q. That is:
compromises(C1, Q) = compromises(C2, Q)
(2)
For any group of alike cases, only the most similar case in the group is included in the CDR retrieval
set. The query used by First Case 2 in its assessment of similarity is a modified version Q* of the user’s
query Q that includes default preferences for any LIB or MIB attributes in the domain whether or not they
are mentioned in the user’s query. For the example query above, the modified query is:
Q* = {make = Sony, price = 106, style = compact, resolution = 13.7, optical zoom = 10,
digital zoom = 8, weight = 100, memory = 64}
An important point to note is that for a LIB or MIB attribute, an upper or lower limit specified by the user
plays no role in the assessment of a case’s similarity. Instead, the preferred value of a LIB attribute is
assumed to be the minimum value in the case base. Similarly, the preferred value of a MIB attribute is
assumed to be its maximum value in the case base. For example, 106 euro is the minimum price in the
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DC case base, while 64 Mb is the maximum memory. In the case of an attribute for which a default
preference is not defined (e.g., make or style), a value specified by the user, if any, is treated both as a
required value in the assessment of compromise and as an ideal value in the assessment of similarity. A
non-query attribute (e.g., storage type) for which a default preference is not defined is not included in the
modified query.
To assess the similarity (or utility) of a given case with respect to LIB or MIB attributes in the
modified query Q*, we use the measure commonly used for numeric attributes with the attribute’s
minimum or maximum value as the preferred value. For example, we define the similarity of a given case
C with respect to a LIB attribute a to be:

sim a (C , Q*) = 1 −

π a (C ) − min(a)
max(a) − min(a)

=

max(a) − π a (C )
max(a) − min(a)

(3)

where πa(C) is the value of a in C, and max(a) and min(a) are the maximum and minimum values of a in
the case base.
2.2 Constructing the CDR Retrieval Set
The first step in the construction of the CDR retrieval set is to rank all cases in the case base in order of
decreasing similarity to the modified user query Q*. Among cases that are equally similar to Q*, any case
that involves a subset of the compromises associated with another case is given priority in the ranking
process. The algorithm used to select cases to be included in the CDR retrieval set from the resulting list
of candidate cases is outlined in Fig. 1. An important point to note is that only compromises with respect
to the user’s original query Q are considered in the selection process.

__________________________________________________________________________

algorithm CDR(Q, Candidates)
begin
RetrievalSet ← φ
while |Candidates| > 0 do
begin
C1 ← first(Candidates)
RetrievalSet ← RetrievalSet ∪ {C1}
Deletions ← {C1}
for all C2 ∈ rest(Candidates) do
begin
if compromises(C1, Q) ⊆ compromises(C2, Q)
then Deletions ← Deletions ∪ {C2}
end
Candidates ← Candidates - Deletions
end
return RetrievalSet
end
__________________________________________________________________________

Fig. 1. Algorithm used to construct the retrieval set in compromise-driven retrieval

First, the most similar case is placed in the retrieval set and any cases that include (or equal) the
compromises associated with this case are eliminated from the list of candidate cases. The most similar of
the remaining cases is now added to the retrieval set and any cases that include (or equal) the
compromises associated with that case are eliminated. This process continues until no further cases
remain. A detail not shown in Fig. 1 is that for each case that is added to the CDR retrieval set, any cases
that involve the same compromises are placed in a separate reference set where they kept available for
inspection at the user’s request [4].
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2.3 Recommendation in First Case 2
Fig. 2 shows an example recommendation dialogue in First Case 2 based on the DC case base. Case
attributes and weights assigned to them in our experiments are make (9), price (8), format (7), resolution
(6), optical zoom (5), digital zoom (1), weight (4), storage type (2), and memory (3). The overall similarity
of each recommended case is shown in brackets. In the example dialogue, the user is seeking a compact
Sony camera, with at least 5× optical zoom and weighing at most 200 gm, and is prepared to pay up to
350 euro. She is informed that there is no case that exactly matches her query and shown five cases, in
order of decreasing similarity to her query, that cover all possible compromises she might be prepared to
consider. For example, if not prepared to compromise on price, style, or optical zoom, her best option
could be Case 194.

______________________________________________________________________________________________

First Case 2:

Please enter your query

User:

make = sony, price ≤ 350, style = compact, optical zoom ≥ 5, weight ≤ 200

First Case 2:

There is no case that exactly matches your query, but the following cases are recommended:
Case 29: Sony, 336, compact, 5, 3, 4, 236, MS, 32 (0.76)
Explanation: This is one of 4 cases that differ from your query in optical zoom and weight. It is
better than Case 26 in terms of resolution, optical zoom, digital zoom, and memory.
Case 26: Sony, 202, compact, 3.9, 0, 3.6, 180, MS, 16 (0.7)
Explanation: This case differs from your query only in optical zoom
Case 192: Hewlett-Packard, 432, compact, 5.1, 8.1, 7, 500, SC, 32 (0.6)
Explanation: This is one of 4 cases that differ from your query in make, price, and weight. It is better
than Case 194 in terms of resolution.
Case 194: Hewlett-Packard, 337, compact, 3.89, 8.1, 7, 489, SC, 32 (0.59)
Explanation: This case differs from your query only in make and weight
Case 33: Sony, 875, compact swivel, 8, 7.1, 2, 906, MS, 0 (0.58)
Explanation: This is one of 2 cases that differ from your query in style, weight, and price

User:

like 29

First Case 2:

The following cases also differ from your query only in optical zoom and weight:
Case 43: Sony, 304, compact, 5, 3, 4, 259, MS, 16 (0.74)
Case 25: Sony, 283, compact, 3.9, 3, 3.6, 243, MS, 16 (0.73)
Case 37: Sony, 237, compact, 3.14, 3, 3.2, 259, MS, 16 (0.72)

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Fig. 2. Example recommendation dialogue in First Case 2

As described in Section 2.1, First Case 2 takes account of any default preferences with respect to
query or non-query attributes in the retrieval process. It also differs from First Case [4] in that
explanations are presented at the system’s initiative rather than at the user’s request. As shown in the
example dialogue, First Case 2 explains why each case is recommended in terms of the compromises it
involves. For example, Case 26 is recommended because it differs from the user’s query only in optical
zoom. First Case 2 also explains why Case 29, which involves an additional compromise with respect to
weight, is more strongly recommended than Case 26 by highlighting the relative benefits that it offers in
terms of resolution, optical zoom, digital zoom, and memory.
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3

The Compensatory Role of Similarity in CDR

The CDR retrieval set cannot fail to include a case that exactly matches the user’s query if one or more
such cases exist. But just as a human salesperson’s strongest recommendation may be for a product that
departs slightly from the customer’s requirements, an exactly matching case may not be the one that is
most strongly recommended in CDR. At least for longer queries, it is not unusual for a case that involves
compromises to be more similar than one that does not involve compromises.
It is also not unusual for a single recommended case to provide complete coverage of the available
cases because it exactly matches the user’s query and is also the most similar case. A potential problem
with shorter queries is that while there is more likely to be an exactly matching case, the ability of other
cases to compensate for their failure to satisfy all the user’s requirements may be limited by the number
of attributes on which the assessment of their similarity is based. Certainly their ability to compensate will
be limited if no account is taken of non-query attributes in the retrieval process. In Section 2, we
described how the retrieval process in CDR now takes account of any default preferences with respect to
non-query attributes.
Fig. 3 shows how First Case 2 can take account of non-query attributes in recommending a case that
would otherwise be eliminated because it narrowly fails to satisfy one of the user’s requirements. In the
example dialogue, the user is seeking a Pentax camera with a resolution of at least 4 mega-pixels, and an
optical zoom of at least 5×. In response to her query, a case that narrowly fails to match on optical zoom
(Case 186) is more strongly recommended than the only case that exactly matches the user’s query (Case
185). By way of explanation, First Case 2 highlights the relative benefits that Case 186 offers in terms of
its price, digital zoom, weight, and memory. Although none of these attributes is mentioned in the user’s
query, they all contribute to the overall assessment of similarity.
Particularly in view of its much lower price, Case 186 may be of more interest to the user than Case
185 unless she is seeking a camera with a very high specification, which seems unlikely given her modest
requirements with respect to resolution. It is worth noting that Case 185 would be the only case
recommended by First Case 2 if no account were taken of non-query attributes in the retrieval process.
______________________________________________________________________________________________

First Case 2:
User:

Please enter your query:
make = pentax, resolution ≥ 4, optical zoom ≥ 5

First Case 2:

The following cases are recommended:
Case 186: pentax, 447, compact, 5, 4.9, 4, 250, SC, 16 (0.72)
Explanation: This is one of 5 cases that differ from your query in optical zoom. It is better than
Case 185 in terms of price, digital zoom, weight, and memory.
Case 185: pentax, 1389, SLR, 6.1, 10, 0, 650, CF, 0 (0.71)
Explanation: This case is recommended because it matches your query exactly.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Fig. 3. Explaining why a case involving compromises is more highly recommended than an exactly matching case

We now present empirical evidence to support the hypothesis that taking account of default
preferences with respect to non-query attributes in CDR may help to ensure that otherwise competitive
cases that narrowly fail to satisfy one or more of the user’s requirements are brought to the user’s
attention when there is another case that exactly matches the user’s query. If this hypothesis is correct,
then we would expect to see an increase in the number of occasions when there is an exact match for the
user’s query and yet the case that is most highly recommended, because of its higher overall similarity,
involves one or more compromises.
Our experiment thus examines the effects of taking account of non-query attributes on the number of
exactly matched queries on the DC case base for which the most similar case involves compromises.
Using leave-one-out cross validation, we temporarily remove each of the 210 cases in the DC case base
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and generate all possible queries of length m = 3, m = 6, and m = 9 from the description of the left-out
case. That is, we use each left-out case to create 9C3 = 84 queries of length m = 3, 9C6 = 84 queries of
length m = 6, and one query of length m = 9.
For a LIB attribute like price, the value in the left-out case is treated as a required upper limit in each
of the simulated queries in which it appears (e.g., price ≤ 375). Similarly, the case value for a MIB
attribute like optical zoom is treated as a required lower limit (e.g., optical zoom ≥ 4). We present each
simulated query to First Case 2, observe whether or not there is an exactly matching case and, if so,
whether or not the most similar case involves any compromises. We also record the number of cases
recommended for each query. We apply the same procedure to each of the 210 left-out cases. Finally, we
repeat the whole process but now with no account being taken of non-query attributes by First Case 2 in
its overall assessment of a case’s similarity.
Table 1 summarises the results of the experiment in terms of the percentages of exactly matched
queries for which the most similar case involves compromises. Taking account of default preferences
(DPs) with respect to non-query attributes can be seen to have greater impact for short queries (m = 3)
than for longer queries (m = 6), with increases of 20% and 10% respectively in the percentages of exactly
matched queries for which the most similar case involves compromises. For short queries in particular,
these findings represent a substantial increase in the number of occasions when an exactly matching case
is recommended but the user’s attention is also drawn to an otherwise competitive case that fails to satisfy
all her requirements.
Table 1. Exactly matched queries on the DC case base for which the most similar case involves compromises

_______________________________________________________________________________
Short Queries
(m = 3)

Longer Queries
(m = 6)

_______________________________________________________________________________
Without DPs for non-query attributes:
With DPs for non-query attributes:

39%
59%

62%
72%

_______________________________________________________________________________

A detail not shown in Table 1 is that the most similar case involves compromises for 63% of fulllength queries (m = 9) for which there is an exactly matching case. It is also worth noting that the
percentage of queries for which there is an exactly matching case decreases from 91% for short queries
(m = 3) to 52% for longer queries (m = 6) and again to 19% for full-length queries (m = 9).

4 Cognitive Load in CDR
Balancing the trade-off between user satisfaction and cognitive load is an important and challenging
problem in recommender systems [9-11]. While the size of the CDR retrieval set cannot be determined in
advance, the approach has been shown to offer a good compromise between the strength of the preference
criteria on which retrieval is based and the average size of the retrieval set [11]. However, an expected
trade-off associated with taking account of non-query attributes in the retrieval process is an overall
increase in the average size of the CDR retrieval set. In this section, we examine the extent of this tradeoff as well as the cognitive load associated with full-length queries on the DC case base. The experiment
on which our analysis is based is described in Section 3.
Table 2 shows the average size of CDR retrieval sets for queries of length m = 3 and m = 6 on the DC
case base with and without account being taken of any default preferences with respect to non-query
attributes. A striking feature of the results is the small size of the CDR retrieval set in all four
experimental categories. Even when account is taken of default preferences with respect to non-query
attributes, only 2 cases are required on average to provide full coverage of the available cases for short
queries (m = 3) and less than 3.5 cases for longer queries (m = 6). The results also suggest that taking
account of non-query attributes has only a minor effect on cognitive load.
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Table 2. Average size of CDR retrieval sets for queries on the DC case base with and without account being
taken of any default preferences (DPs) with respect to non-query attributes

_______________________________________________________________________________
Short Queries
(m = 3)

Longer Queries
(m = 6)

_______________________________________________________________________________
Without DPs for non-query attributes:
With DPs for non-query attributes:

1.5
1.9

3.0
3.3

_______________________________________________________________________________

Maximum, average, and minimum lengths of the CDR retrieval set for short queries (m = 3), longer
queries (m = 6) and full-length queries (m = 9) on the DC case base, with account being taken of any nonquery attributes for which default preferences are defined, are shown in Fig. 4. The results show clearly
the tendency for retrieval-set size to increase as query length increases, with an average retrieval-set size
of 5.6 for full-length queries.
Max

Avg

Min

Retrieval-Set Size

20
15
10
5
0
Short Queries

Longer Queries

Full-length Queries

Fig. 4. Retrieval-set sizes in CDR for queries of increasing length on the DC case base

5 Related Work
In any recommender system, more than a single recommendation cycle may be needed before a product
that is acceptable to the user is retrieved [4-5, 8, 10, 12-16]. Approaches to extending recommendation
dialogues beyond an initially unsuccessful recommendation include critiquing approaches to the
elicitation of user feedback [8, 10, 12-14], referral of the user’s query to other recommender agents [15],
and the recommendation engineering technique of providing the user with access to other cases that
involve the same compromises as a recommended case [4, 16]. The latter technique is used in CDR to
address the needs of users who are not just seeking a single item, but would like to be informed of all
items (e.g., jobs or rental apartments) that are likely to be of interest.
The importance of recommender systems having the ability to explain their recommendations is well
recognised [17-19]. Recent work by Chen and Pu [17] focuses on the potential role of explanation as a
means of building user trust in recommender agents. Their organisation-based explanation technique
bears some resemblance to CDR in that recommendations are grouped according to the trade-offs they
involve. In contrast to CDR, however, the notion of coverage does not appear to be addressed in their
approach to the organisation of recommended products.

6 Conclusions
As we have demonstrated in First Case 2, default preferences play an important role in a CDR
recommender system’s ability to explain the benefits of a recommended case relative to another case that
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is less strongly recommended. We have also investigated the use of default preferences with respect to
attributes not mentioned in the user’s query to guide the retrieval process in CDR. As shown by our
results on the DC case base, an important benefit is that highly competitive cases which might otherwise
be overlooked can more easily compensate for their failure to satisfy all the user’s requirements.
Our results on the DC case base also show that taking account of non-query attributes for which
default preferences are defined only slightly increases the average size of the CDR retrieval set. Even
when account is taken of default preferences for non-query attributes, only 2 cases are required on
average to provide full coverage of the available cases for short queries (m = 3) and less than 3.5 cases for
longer queries (m = 6). Cognitive load is also reasonably low for full-length queries (m = 9) on the DC
case base, with an average retrieval-set size of less than 6 for such queries.
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Abstract. Feature selection is often an important pre-processing stage in the
development of Case Based Reasoning systems. The wrapper approach is the dominant
technique used here but it is acknowledged overfitting can be a problem when there is a
limited amount of training data available. It has also been shown that the severity of
overfitting is related to the intensity of the search algorithm used during this process. In
this paper we show that two stochastic search techniques (Simulated
Annealing and Genetic Algorithms) that can be used for wrapper-based feature selection
are susceptible to overfitting in this way. However, because of their stochastic nature,
these algorithms can be stopped early to prevent overfitting. We present a framework
that implements early-stopping for both of these stochastic search techniques and we
show that this is successful in reducing the effects of overfitting and in increasing
generalisation accuracy in most cases.
Keywords. Wrapper-based Feature Selection, Overfitting.

1 Introduction
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) normally uses nearest neighbour techniques for case retrieval. Since
these techniques are particularly sensitive to irrelevant or noisy features, feature selection is an
important pre-processing step in CBR. The benefits of wrapper-based techniques for feature selection
are well established [1]. However, it has recently been recognised that wrapper-based techniques have
the potential to overfit the training data [2]. That is, feature subsets that perform well on the training
data may not perform as well on data not used in the training process. Furthermore, the extent of the
overfitting is related to the depth of the search. Reunanen [2] shows that, whereas Sequential Forward
Floating Selection (SFFS) beats Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) on the data used in the training
process, the reverse is true on hold-out data. He argues that this is because SFFS is a more intensive
search process i.e. it explores more states.
In this paper we show that this tendency to overfit can be quite acute in stochastic search
algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA) as these algorithms are
able to intensively explore the search space. We show that early-stopping is an effective strategy for
preventing overfitting in feature selection using SA or GA. It is worth noting that the applicability of
early-stopping depends on the stochastic nature of the search. This idea would not be readily
applicable for directed search strategies such as the SFFS and SFS strategies evaluated by Reunanen
or the standard Backward Elimination strategy that is popular in wrapper-based feature selection.
In [3] we approach this problem using a modified genetic algorithm (GA) that stops the
search early in order to avoid overfitting, and we find that the results we get are favourable. In this
paper we show that SA is amenable to a neat form of early-stopping. Optimisation using SA is
analogous to the cooling of metals and we show how the SA can be quenched so that the search freeze
before overfitting can occur. In section 3.2 we show how SA can be speeded up to avoid overfitting
and in section 3.3 we show how to calibrate this process using cross-validation.
The paper is organised as follows. We begin in section 2 with a discussion of the wrapperbased approach to feature selection and an illustration of the potential overfitting problem. The earlystopping solution to overfitting is described in section 3. The approach is evaluated on SA and GA in
section 4 and the paper concludes with some suggestions for future work in section 5.
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2 Feature Selection
Feature selection is defined as the selection of a subset of features to describe a phenomenon from a
larger set that may contain irrelevant or redundant features. Feature selection attempts to identify and
eliminate unnecessary features, thereby reducing the dimensionality of the data and reducing the
model variance [4]. Improving classifier performance and accuracy are usually the motivating factors.
The accuracy of Nearest Neighbour classifiers (k-NN) is particularly degraded by the presence of
these irrelevant features. The evaluations presented in this paper are on k-NN classifiers.
The two alternative approaches to feature selection are the use of filters and the wrapperbased method. Filtering techniques attempt to identify features that are related to or predictive of the
outcome of interest and operate independently of the learning algorithm. An example is Information
Gain, which was originally introduced to Machine Learning research by Quinlan as a criterion for
building concise decision trees [5] but it is now widely used for feature selection in general.
The wrapper approach differs in that it evaluates subsets based upon the accuracy estimates
provided by a classifier built with that feature subset. Thus wrappers are much more computationally
expensive than filters but can produce better results because they take the bias of the classifier into
account and evaluate features in context. The wrapper search then uses some heuristic such as
Backward Elimination or Forward Selection to traverse the feature subset space in search of an
optimal subset. The big issue with the wrapper approach is the computational cost since the search is
directed by an assessment of the accuracy attributable to the feature mask (feature subset). This
assessment needs to be as accurate as possible so it is common to use cross-validation as is described
in section 3.3.3

2.1 Overfitting in Wrapper-Based Feature Selection
In the original publications on wrapper-based feature selection [15] mentioned the problem of
overfitting but illustrated that it was not a problem on the datasets they examined. As with all machine
learning algorithms this is true if the data available adequately covers the phenomenon. The problem
is that sample size is often limited in many real world applications, especially in medical and financial
applications, in these situations overfitting in wrapper-based feature selection is a real problem.
Overfitting in feature selection appears to be exacerbated by the intensity of the search since
the more feature subsets that are examined the more likely the search is to find a subset that overfits.
In [1] [2] this problem is described, although little is said on how it can be addressed. However, we
believe that limiting the extent of search will help combat overfitting. [14] describes the feature
weighting algorithm DIET, in which the set of possible feature weights can be restricted. Their
experiments show that when DIET is restricted to two non-zero weights the resultant models perform
better than when the algorithm allows for a larger set of feature weights, in situations when the
training data is limited. This restriction on the possible set of values in turn restricts the extent to
which the algorithm can search, and therefore constrains the representational power of the model.
There are many examples documented where constraining the representational power of an
algorithm can lead to an increase in performance; the addition of noise to the case base during training
restricts the models representational power on the underlying data [6], while limiting the number of
hidden units in a neural network will have a similar effect. However, in feature selection we only have
two possible weights, a feature can only have a value of `1' or `0' i.e. be turned `on' or `off', so we
cannot restrict this aspect any further. In a stochastic search we can constrain the intensity of the
search through early-stopping.
In Figure 1 we illustrate the idea that the more feature subsets examined in the search the
more likely the search is to overfit to the training data. The right hand axis shows the number of nodes
visited during the search, while the left hand axis shows the accuracies obtained. The best
generalisation accuracy is achieved by the Backward Elimination (be) search while the GA search
overfits more and more as the number of generations increases from 100 to 200 to 400. Forward
Selection (fs) is also economic in the number of nodes it searches but still manages to overfit the data.
The relatively poor performance of Forward Selection compared to Backward Elimination has been
documented previously [7].
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2.2 Overfitting and the Bias-Variance Decomposition of Error
The bias-variance decomposition [8] makes available the components of the error measure and this
enables us to see if the errors we are getting are due to model variance or due to model bias. Errors
due to overfitting should show up as model variance error. Thus measures to combat overfitting
should reduce the variance component of error if effective. A high bias suggests that the learning
method

Fig. 1. The Figure shows the effect of the depth/intensity of the wrapper search on
the 'spectf' data set, where the generalization accuracy is reduced as more nodes are
evaluated.
is not correct for the domain, and represents the shortcomings of the learning method in modelling the
data and is generally not related to a lack of data or overfitting. Successful feature selection should
result in a reduction in model variance, but we expect that this measure will increase once again when
we overfit during the wrapper search.

3 Early-Stopping in Stochastic Search
The motivation behind early-stopping is fairly straightforward - stop the search t the point that
overfitting starts to happen. This is achieved by using a cross-validation analysis on the training data
to determine when early-stopping starts to occur. Then a model is built with all the training data and
the search is stopped at the appropriate point. While the idea is straightforward, it is awkward to
evaluate the effectiveness of the process. This requires two nested levels of cross-validation (see
section 3), an outer level to assess generalisation accuracy and an inner level to determine the earlystopping point.
As was emphasised in the Introduction, this early-stopping strategy is only meaningful for
wrapper-based feature selection where the search strategy is stochastic. It would not be sensible to
stop a Forward Selection or Backward Elimination strategy as it would simply exclude some features
from consideration.
However it does make sense to stop a GA or SA earlier on in the search process.

3.1 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms have been inspired by the biological process of evolution and attempt to capture
the concept of the `survival of the fittest'. In the GA search we maintain a fixed population of possible
solutions and these individuals evolve as the search progresses in an attempt to find an optimal
solution. Evolutionary strategies such as crossover and mutation are used to maintain quality and
diversity of the population. A GA is an attractive search policy for wrapper-based feature selection as
crossover and mutation are straightforward. Each solution in the population is represented as a feature
mask and crossover is achieved by splicing two masks. Mutation simply involves flipping bits on or
off in the masks. The results reported here use a basic GA algorithm that uses Roulette Wheel
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selection based on the cross-validation accuracy of the feature masks. In fact the log of the accuracy is
used to slow down the convergence. We used a two-point crossover and a mutation rate of 0.05. The
population size for each of the data sets was fixed to 40, and it was allowed to search for 120
generations. After the inner cross-validation layer of the framework we estimate at which generation
overfitting was likely to begin.

Fig. 2. Analysis of the GA and GA-ES search progression
The GA-ES is modified in that we stop the search at an earlier generation, the generation at
which overfitting occurred, as shown in Figure 2. We have already shown that this is a reasonably
effective strategy for combatting overfitting in GAs [3].

3.2 Simulated Annealing
[13] have shown that the models that describe the annealing of metals can be used to guide stochastic
search. Simulated Annealing is similar to hill climbing search in that there is only one solution at a
time under consideration. This solution is perturbed and the new solution is kept if it represents an
improvement. The special feature of SA is that the new solution may still be kept even if it is poorer
than the existing one. The probability of this is:
P(AcceptNewMask) α е∆L/T

(1)

In feature selection, ∆L would refer to the difference in accuracy between the old and new
feature masks and T would be an artificial variable describing the `temperature' of the system. The
effect of this policy is that large deteriorations in accuracy are less likely to be accepted and any
deterioration is less likely to be accepted as the temperature drops. The core of an SA algorithm for
feature subset selection is described in Figure 3. Initially, the system starts off at a high temperature
and the search is allowed to proceed in a fairly random manner. The system cools in stages with the
search staying at a given temperature until a number of perturbations have been explored or a number
of successes have been achieved. Thus the rate of progress of the SA is determined by the cooling rate
(0.9 in this example) and the factor K that determines how long is spent at each temperature level. For
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instance if K is halved the cooling will proceed twice as quickly. In terms of the original inspiration
for SA, this might be described as quenching the system. So our early-stopping policy for SA still
allows the system to freeze, it just spends less time at each temperature level.

Fig. 3. The core of the SA algorithm
Figure 4 describes the idea behind SA-ES. In the normal run, we identify the number of
nodes that we evaluate in the iterations before overfitting starts to occur, then in the modified
algorithm we stretch these attempts out so that they cover the entire cooling phase of the modified
search. This is achieved by reducing K by the appropriate proportion. In the example in Figure 4: K ←
K x 20/65.

Fig. 4. Analysis of the SA and SA-ES search progression

3.3 Stochastic Search with Early-Stopping - (SS-ES)
So the basic principle for both SA and GA's is to modify the search algorithm so that it will reduce its
intensity/depth of search depending on when overfitting was judged likely to occur. Figure 5 shows
the SS-ES Framework in which we evaluate the overfitting in the Wrapper-based subset selection
process - this follows the principles outlined by [12]. In each fold of the outer cross-validation, the
original data source is divided into two in a 90:10 split. This 10% will be the outer test set that will be
used to evaluate the generalisation accuracy of the resulting feature set. The 90% goes into our inner
cross-validation which attempts to identify at which stage overfitting occurs in the wrapper search.
The inner cross-validation divides the data again into a 90:10 split. 90% of this data is used to build a
classifier and the 10% is used to estimate the validation accuracy. This is repeated 10 times. Therefore
in the inner cross-validation we have 81% of the original data to train the classifier in each fold and
9% for estimating the validation accuracy of that classifier (repeated over 10 folds).
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4 Evaluation
As [1] point out, overfitting is often not a problem in wrapper-based feature
subset selection, thus it will not show up in many feature selection tasks. In the evaluation we present
here we work with six datasets from the UCI collection [9]

Fig. 5. SS-ES Framework
and two other datasets; the Colon dataset described in [10] and the Bronchiolitis dataset described in
[11]. These are data-sets that proved to exhibit overfitting in our preliminary analysis.
The results on the GA-ES are shown in Table 1 and the results on the SA-ES are shown in
Table 2. The GA-ES results are not very encouraging with the GA-ES winning in 4, loosing in 3 and
drawing in one. This is due to difficulties with automatically identifying the early-stopping point in
the cross-validation process. This could be improved by making this a manual (interactive) process;
however, the SA-ES strategy shows more promise. The SA-ES improves on the simple SA in 7 of the
8 datasets. This is probably due to the fact that the SA-ES strategy is more robust than the GA-ES
strategy. The practice of quenching the cooling process more rapidly so that the SA freezes before
overfitting is more robust than the GA-ES strategy. We attribute this to the manner in which SA runs,
where it is able to complete its search cycle whereas the GA terminates early. We believe that this
makes the GA subject to increased variability because it is being stopped before convergence.

GA
wpbc
spectf
sonar
ionosphere
glass
diabetes
bronc
colon

Train
83.33
81.25
91.78
94.21
80.23
74.96
67.16
93.67

Test
77.39
72.5
86.55
90.59
74.19
70.17
59.89
80.08

GA-ES
Train
Test
82.3
75.76
73.06
72.5
90.36
91.72
93.89
89.44
76.71
80.32
71.49
74.81
64.07
58.86
84.21
92.36

Table 1. Comparison of results across eight data sets using GA and GA-ES
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SA
wpbc
spectf
sonar
ionosphere
Glass
Diabetes
Bronc
Colon

Train
81.5
83.75
92.52
94.43
80.11
74.44
80.32
93.79

SA-ES
Test
73.29
65
85.07
92.86
73.79
69.01
56.62
83.17

Train
81.1
80
93.27
94.14
80.06
73.71
77.38
87.88

Test
73.82
73.75
88.43
92
76.6
72.4
59.04
83.65

Table 2. Comparison of results across eight data sets using SA and SA-ES
When perform multiple runs of the feature selection process using the SA and SA-ES strategies and
decompose the error on the resulting feature sets into their bias-variance components we have a better
understanding of what effect the early-stopping has. The results of this are shown in Figure 6 and it is
clear that SA-ES generally reduces the variance component of error. This supports the hypothesis that
SA-ES reduces overfitting.

Fig. 6. A comparison of the Bias-Variance decomposition of error for the SA and SAES strategies

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed early-stopping as a policy for preventing overfitting in wrapper-based
feature subset selection that uses stochastic search. We have described implementations of this idea
for Genetic Algorithms and Simulated Annealing. Our evaluation shows that the strategy is effective
in general being most successful with Simulated Annealing.
The main problem with this approach is the instability of the stochastic search which can lead to the
early-stopping strategy returning poor feature subsets from time to time. So far we have tried to fully
automate the early-stopping process, our next objective is to develop an interactive workbench where
the user will be shown the overfitting graphs and will be allowed to evaluate a range of early-stopping
alternatives.
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Abstract. In Case-Based Prediction systems, where the solution is a continuous value, there
is heavy reliance upon problem-solution regularity. Often, it is hard to measure, judge or even
compare accuracy of such solutions. Our aim is to assess case base regularity before usage to
increase the degree of confidence in the proposed prediction. We propose the use of Mantel’s
Randomisation test to judge overall case base regularity. Thereafter, we focus upon techniques
that concentrate on individual constituent cases to single out those that contribute towards
overall poor performance. We then present a case discrimination system that ignores poor cases
to enhance prediction quality. Our results shed light on the quality of the case base and partially
explain poor solution quality. We also identified problematic cases and successfully learnt to
avoid their reuse to enhance prediction quality in our problem domain.
Keywords. case-based prediction, software effort prediction, case base regularity, case base
visualisation.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we explore techniques to assess case base quality for Case-Based Prediction (CBP). To
do so we consider the domain of software project effort where the objective is to accurately predict
the effort of new projects based on similar existing and completed projects in the case base. Whilst
this particular application of CBR has attracted a substantial amount of research interest, a problem
has been the somewhat erratic results in terms of prediction quality.
One explanation for this state of affairs is varying case base quality. Consequently this study
explores how we can gain insight into this problem and potentially identify the state of the case base
and situations where prediction is not meaningful, that is no better than a random technique. This is
analogous to regression modelling where no independent variable has a beta coefficient significantly
different from zero. In addition, it may be possible to identify specific problematic cases and quarantine
them from the case base.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section briefly reviews the current
state of CBP for software project effort. We then introduce the Mantel’s Randomisation test that
confirms irregularity in the case base — a cause for poor prediction quality. Candidate profiles that
are used to assess individual cases as potential candidates are presented in Section 5. Lastly, in
Section 6, we demonstrate the usage and effect of the quality measures on solution accuracy in our
problem domain. The paper is drawn to a close with a summary of results, tentative conclusions and
directions for future work.

2

Software Project Prediction

One class of prediction problem that has had some success applying case-based reasoners is software
project effort prediction. This is commercially important — since effort is generally the dominant
component of cost — but in many respects an extremely challenging problem domain. Problems
include small, noisy, heterogeneous and incomplete data sets coupled with large sets of categorical
and continuous features that typically exhibit complex interactions. In addition, the solution feature
is a continuous value which makes it hard to measure, judge or even compare accuracy. Nonetheless
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early work, e.g. [1, 2] produced encouraging results and outperformed traditional methods such as
stepwise regression analysis.
Several more recent studies, however, failed to replicate these results, for instance [3]. Closer
investigation revealed that this later work used relatively large case bases with more than 40 features.
Unfortunately, this prevented them from using an effective feature subset selection approach, instead
applying a simple filter method based on a t-test. This then initiated research on the use of metaheuristic search techniques and, subsequently, we have successfully used greedy search methods, such
as forward selection search, to yield good results from large case-bases [4].
Despite this progress, results are not consistent between research groups or even between different
random holdout sets. Elsewhere [5] we have conducted a systematic review of published empirical
studies using case-based prediction for project effort. We identified 20 distinct studies that compared
CBR and some form of regression analysis. Of these 9 supported case-based prediction, 7 regression
analysis and 4 were inconclusive. Further analysis reveals that one source of variation is the data
sets that are used to form the case bases. For this reason we decided to investigate further and in
particular into problem–solution irregularity, where for example, projects that are close neighbours in
the feature space but possess strongly divergent solutions (which in this analysis is effort).
There has been existing research in the CBR community on analysing and enhancing case base
quality and competence. However, these techniques (e.g. [6, 7]) have been developed largely to enhance
solution quality for analytic tasks [8] (e.g. classification, diagnosis, decision support). In such tasks, the
solution may involve classifying objects or situations, or imputing missing data or human intervention
in each step. Also, in the past techniques that claim to be relatively generic (e.g. [9, 10]) have been
demonstrated on analytic problems. This is rather unsurprising given their nature such as well-defined
or bounded problem and solution spaces, ease of identifying incorrect solutions and extrapolating
performance statistics to trigger corrective measures. In synthetic tasks (e.g. prediction, design and
planning, configuration), case base maintenance is more challenging to implement since the concept
of solution accuracy is rather subjective.
The most related work is by Keung et al. [11] who originally conceived of the idea of using Mantel’s
Randomisation to assess the strength of association between the problem and solution spaces. In
addition they use a randomisation procedure as set out by Manly [12] to assess the likelihood of
this association occurring by chance. We do not adopt the latter approach since we are uncertain
concerning the utilisation of this approach in an inferential capacity. Specifically we are unclear as to
the population that the inference would relate to.
We decided to use the Desharnais data set [13], which is medium sized (n = 77 after 4 incomplete
cases are removed), and collected by a Canadian software house from projects distributed amongst
11 different organisations. Apart from total effort (the solution feature) each project is characterised
by 10 features including one categorical feature. The data set was randomly split in a 2 : 1 ratio to
form the TrainingSet and TestingSet respectively. To minimise sample bias, our experiments detailed
below were conducted on 30 random samples (without replacement) of the data set.

3

Distance and Residual Rank Ratios Matrices

We first describe the two building blocks of our research, which we refer to at meta-data. To ease
understanding, we exemplify the methodology using a random sample of 51 cases (simulating the case
base) from the Desharnais data set. Our meta-data are concrete instances of PDist and RDist, which
were introduced by Leake and Wilson [14]. The former refers to inter-case distances in the problem
space, and the latter refers to distances between cases in the solution space. To cater for our problem
domain (having a continuous solution value), we formulated two meta-data as follows:
Distance Rank Ratio (DRRC,T ). This is the ratio of the order of a candidate’s distance from the
target (with respect to the other candidates in the case base) to the other total number of cases
in the case base.
DRRC,T =

DistanceRank
n
51

Table 1. Rank Ratio Example
Target

Candidate

Distance

DRR

1
1
1
..
.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3
4
..
.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.3842
0.4506
0.5250
..
.
0.3437
0.4762
0.4954
0.3945
0.2215
0.2330
0.5063

0.42
0.78
0.96
..
.
0.20
0.86
0.92
0.46
0.12
0.14
0.94

Residual
1498
−973
−301
..
.
−7714
483
2247
−1505
21
2030
−5453

RRR
0.56
0.36
0.14
..
.
0.96
0.24
0.68
0.58
0.02
0.62
0.90

The above fraction computes the DRRC,T of candidate case C for target case T . DistanceRank
is the candidate’s position with respect to other candidates when sorted in increasing order of
distance from the target, and n is the number of cases in the case base. Lower values of DRRC,T
denote higher similarity of the candidate to the target. To exemplify, assume that a case base
CB comprises 11 cases. If case 1 is the target, then we compute the Euclidean distance of case
1 from the remaining 10 cases (n = 10). Once ranked by increasing order of distance, the closest
candidate has DRRC,T 1/10 = 0.1. The next closest candidate has DRRC,T 2/10 = 0.2 and so
on, until the most distant candidate will have DRRC,T 10/10 = 1.
Residual Rank Ratio (RRRC,T ). Likewise, RRRC,T is the ratio of the order of a candidate’s
residual from the target case (with respect to the other candidate cases in the case base) to the
other total number of cases in the case base. Note that residuals are the difference between the
actual and predicted values.
RRRC,T =

ResidualRank
n

The above fraction computes the RRRC,T of candidate case C for target case T . ResidualRank
is the candidate’s position with respect to other candidates when sorted in increasing order of
residuals from the target, and n is the total number of cases in the case base. Again, lower values
of RRRC,T denote better prediction accuracy using the candidate in question. To exemplify, for
case 1 in CB, the 10 candidates are ordered in increasing order of their absolute difference from
the target. The closest candidate has RRRC,T 1/10 = 0.1. The next closest candidate has RRRC,T
2/10 = 0.2 and so on, until the most distant candidate will have RRRC,T 10/10 = 1.
The meta-data was generated by jackknifing the TrainingSet for every sample. For each TrainingSet, we generated 2550 instances (i.e. 51 targets × 50 candidates) of distances, residuals and
corresponding DRRC,T and RRRC,T for each of the 30 independent samples. Table 1 is an extract
from the meta-data for one sample using Case 1 as the target. It exhibits the irregularities in the case
base that we hoped to perceive using the proposed meta-data. For example, Case 14 is fairly similar
to Case 1 (DRRC,T = 0.12) and expected, its RRRC,T is very low too, i.e., 0.02. Similarly, Case 16
with very high DRRC,T also has a very high RRRC,T . Such cases are examples of reliable cases since
their behaviour is predictable, i.e. their problem and solution features are proportionally distant from
the target’s features. This is the behaviour on grounds of which CBR is based - “Similar problems
have similar solutions”.
However, cases with unexpected patterns of behaviour need to be cautiously treated. Examples
include Case 10 that has fairly low DRRC,T , but would be a poor choice as a candidate case as
reflected by its high RRRC,T . Similarly, Case 4 is very distant from the target case (DRRC,T = 0.96)
but makes an excellent candidate case given that RRRC,T = 0.14. Such cases are labelled unreliable
cases since their problem and solution features are disproportionably distant from the target case.
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4

Mantel’s Randomisation Test

The Mantel’s Randomisation test (Mantel’s test) was primarily developed to compare two distance
matrices (generated using a distance measure, e.g. Euclidean), and has so far been used across a
wide range of disciplines such as ecology and biology [12]. Fundamentally, the test measures the
association between corresponding elements of two distance matrices by using a suitable statistic
(usually correlation). Consider two distance matrices, A (predictor variables) and B (response variable)




0 b12 · · · b1n
0 a12 · · · a1n
 b21 0 · · · b2n 
 a21 0 · · · a2n 




, and B =  . . .
A= . . .

. 
.
 .. .. . . .. 
 .. .. . . .. 
bn1 bn2 · · · 0
an1 an2 · · · 0
Here, matrix A records the inter-case distances between the independent or predictor variables,
while matrix B records inter-case distances between the dependent or response variables. In both
matrices, elements aij and bij respectively record problem space and solution space distances between
the ith and j th case in the case base. The diagonal elements in A and B are zero because in these
cases, the candidates are same as the targets (i.e., i = j).
n
X

aij bij −

i,j=1

n
X
i,j=1

aij

n
X

bij /n

i,j=1

R = v


u
n
n
n
n
u X
 X

X
X
u
t
a2ij − (
aij )2 /n
b2ij − (
bij )2 /n 



i,j=1

i,j=1

i,j=1

(1)

i,j=1

Eqn. 1 calculates Mantel’s test statistic (correlation in this case) between A and B, where n is
the square of the dimension of the matrices (both being square and of the same size) less the number
of diagonal elements. The correlation (R1 ) of the two distance matrices A and B is calculated by
measuring across the pairs of corresponding elements excluding the diagonal elements. Thus, R1 is an
indicator of the degree of regularity in the case base. Higher values of R1 suggest corresponding cases
are proportionally spaced out in the problem and solution spaces and vice versa.
Thereafter, the indices of one matrix, say A, are randomised and the correlation (R2 ) is computed
between the original distance matrix B and the randomised distance matrix A. Now, if R2 > R1 , it
suggests that there exists no relationship between the predictor and response variables since random
pairs are more strongly correlated. This is analogous to regression modelling where no independent
variable has a beta coefficient significantly different from zero. To ascertain the likelihood of a relationship, Mantel’s test statistic is calculated between matrix B and 4999 randomisations of matrix A
to test for statistical significance.
The Mantel’s Randomisation test’s contribution lies in measuring the degree of association in the
problem and solution spaces of cases with respect to each other. Such a test is crucial to CBP systems
since they operate by assuming a strong relationship between predictor and response variables. Results
would expose the degree of underlying irregularity in the case base and indicate if there is a need to
incorporate additional pre-processing or functionality to enhance prediction accuracy or even disregard
the case base from use.
We conducted the test on the 30 TrainingSets of the Desharnais data set. The results unfolded
several interesting characteristics of the data set. Firstly, the correlation coefficient for each sample
between the original distance matrices A and B were positive. This suggests that from a virtual
reference point, corresponding data points in the problem and solution space tend to move in the
same direction, thus warranting the use of this data set for CBP.
Secondly, although positive, the value of correlation from each sample is low. The highest recorded
value was 0.37, while the lowest was 0.15. Weak correlation suggests the existence of many outliers
that contribute towards overall irregularity in the case base. This was verified by the range and low
variance of the correlation values, which imply that every random sample contained at least few
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Fig. 1. Case Profile

unreliable cases that distorted overall irregularity. This augments the need to supplement inter-case
distance with more information prior to selecting the case for reuse.
Lastly, for each random sample, the correlation coefficient between the original distance matrices
was the highest amongst all 5000 computed coefficients. Thus, each sample passed the statistical
significance test (p < 0.001). This is an important observation since it ascertains existence of a pattern
between the predictor and response variables or strongly indicates a problem–solution relationship.
Thus, any prediction model or method would derive the best possible results using the original pairs
of predictor and response variables.
Though the Mantel’s Randomisation test uncovers overall irregularity in the case base , it lacks
the provision to identify the cases that substantially contribute towards the disorder. This is indeed a
crucial task to improve prediction accuracy. Identified unreliable cases must be reused with caution or
even quarantined to instead, favour more reliable cases. The next two sections proposes a framework
to accomplish the same.

5

Case Quality

The rank ratios in Section 3 can be consolidated to build what we term as a candidate profile for every
case. A profile by definition highlights characteristics of the object in question. Hence, with candidate
profiles, we aim to build a unified view that reflects the candidates’s performance previously.
To build individual candidate profiles, we divide the range of DRRC,T and RRRC,T ([0 − 1]) into
4 equal intervals of size 0.25. This results in a matrix as Fig. 1. Each time a candidate is reused, we
compute its DRRC,T and RRRC,T and increment the count of the candidate profile’s cross-section
quartile within which the DRRC,T and RRRC,T lie. For example, for any retrieval instance, if a
candidate has DRRC,T = 0.12 and RRRC,T = 0.3, we increment Q2 by one or if RRRC,T = 0.8, we
increment Q4 by one.
A case with high density of data points in blocks Q1, Q2, Q5 and Q6 is desirable since its distance
in the problem and solution space are proportional. Also, cases with higher density of data points in
blocks Q11, Q12, Q15 and Q16 are equally desirable for the same characteristic as above. Importantly,
given high values of DRRC,T , such cases may be seldom retrieved. Hence, an ideal candidate may be
one whose profile vastly covers the eight blocks discussed yet to form a cigar shaped distribution.
Case profiles with data points lying in blocks Q9, Q10, Q13 and Q14 reflect large distances in
the problem space but nearness in the solution space between the candidate and targets. Though
these cases may be seldom be reused due to large distance in the problem space, they pose little
risk since the likelihood of a good solution may be high. Conversely, case profiles with data points
concentrated in blocks Q3, Q4, Q7 and Q8 signify nearness to the target case in the problem space
but large distances in the solution space. Such cases are most important to be recognised due to the
high probability of their reuse and delivery of a poor solution.
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6

Enhancing Case–Based Prediction

Our approach’s larger goal is to improve prediction accuracy. We now show how one can exploit
the candidate profiles by using them in tandem with the retrieval algorithm to reuse only reliable
candidates and rejecting those that are identified as unreliable. The proposed system simply leverages
the candidate profile to compute the likelihood of being delivered a good solution upon reuse. If the
likelihood equals or exceeds a set threshold value (T ), the candidate is reused. Else, it is rejected and
the next nearest candidate that meets the threshold is reused. This modifies the Retrieval stage in
CBR into a two-step process. First, for a given target, all candidates are ranked in order of increasing
distance. Second, starting from the closest candidate, the first k candidates that meet the threshold
likelihood level are selected to be reused for prediction.
The candidate profile in Fig. 1 is populated with the frequency of good and poor solutions delivered
when it has been reused. With access to this tabulated frequency matrix, likelihood of a good solution
can be easily computed as

ProbabilityDRRC,T =

Frequency of Good SolutionsDRRC,T
Frequency of UseDRRC,T

.

The above fraction results in a probability value with range [0 − 1]. However, the concept of a
good solution remains to be defined. For our case, a good solution is characterised by the RRRC,T
of the candidate. Candidates with a higher frequency in the lower halves of their profiles should be
preferred over other candidates that have a higher density in the upper halves of their profiles. Based
on this reasoning, for DRRC,T = 0.2, the above fraction can be transformed into:

P =

|Q1| + |Q2|
|Q1| + |Q2| + |Q3| + |Q4|

Likewise, for DRRC,T = 0.4, Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are to be replaced by Q5, Q6, Q7, and Q8
respectively. A candidate can only be reused, iff P ≥ T , where T is a probability threshold value.
Candidate selection for reuse can be influenced by varying the value of T . As T has range [0 − 1],
setting its value to 0 is equivalent to using simply k-NN for prediction. However, when the value of T
is increased, the system becomes proportionally more selective, i.e. increasingly discriminatory against
potentially poor candidates. Thus, for T = 1, all data points on the candidate profile would need to
lie in the lower quartiles for it to get selected for reuse. Hence, an in-between value is preferred so
that the system is has a balance between being too permissive or too discriminatory .
We now consider the results of coupling candidate profiles with distance on prediction accuracy
using the Desharnais data set samples. In Fig. 2, we plot a comparison of median sum of absolute
residuals (Sum|Res|) of the 30 random TestingSets for every combination of k([1 − 5]) and probability
threshold ([0 − 0.8]). We limited the range for T since for T > 0.8, predictions repeatedly failed as
no candidates with consistently good performance were to be found. Also note that when T = 0, the
system reduces to simply k-NN. We use the results from the latter to serve as a benchmark for our
approach.
We first examine the results using k-NN exclusively for selecting candidates for reuse, i.e., T = 0.
Using only the nearest neighbour (k = 1) results in the largest Sum|Res|. However, Sum|Res| continues
to decline as k increases to 5. During the experiments, we found that k-NN often retrieved cases that
lay far away on opposite sides of the target case in the solution space and thus, provided a ballpark
solution by averaging the extreme values. Consequently, larger values of k dampened the effect of
extreme values on the proposed solution. Though the solution may potentially be close to the true
value, this technique is likely to reduce the confidence of users in the system.
However, once coupled with T set even as low as 0.1, we observe an improvement in performance
for every value of k. The trend of improved performance continues until T = 0.6 and thereafter, the
Sum|Res| begins to increase. This is because the system became more discriminating and overlooked
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Performance by Coupling k-NN and Probability Threshold for the Desharnais Dataset

many similar cases in search of high quality cases. As a result, very distant cases got reused and
this decreased prediction accuracy. For this data set, we found the optimum combination of k and
T to be 3 and 0.4 respectively. A total gain of 22% improvement in prediction accuracy was made
in comparison to using more than one nearest neighbour and probability threshold in comparison to
using the nearest neighbour only.
Also note that by using k = 1, the lowest mean of Sum|Res| is obtained by using T as high as 0.5.
This is indicative of the number of unreliable nearest neighbours in the case base that may have been
reused for values of T < 0.5. This decrease in the residuals using the sole neighbour confirms that
the system successfully learnt to favour relatively more distant yet quality cases for reuse instead of
unreliable nearer cases.

7

Summary

In this paper, we proposed methods to assess case base quality to measure inherent problem–solution
irregularity, and to exploit case bases better to increase solution accuracy. The proposed methods
targeted CBP systems with continuous value solutions. The methods ascertained that cases in the
Desharnais data set do possess a relationship in the problem and solution spaces. This was confirmed
by the Mantel’s Randomisation test to check case base regularity and its suitability for CBR. It further
uncovered that albeit positive and statistically significant, the relationship was weak due to irregular
cases. To measure individual case reliability objectively, we created individual candidate profiles that
updated the frequency of good and poor solutions delivered with respect to the a candidate’s distance
from the target case.
Thereafter, we demonstrated the applicability of such crucial information about cases by using
their case profiles in conjunction with target–candidate case distance. Only selective candidate cases
identified as reliable were reused to make a prediction. Their degree of reliability was measured by
their likelihood to propose an acceptable solution. We found that reuse by reflection upon case quality
provided better results than using only the k nearest neighbours. Though the optimum combination
for k and T was found to be 3 and 0.4, we expect this to vary across case bases and their sizes.
The significance of this work lies in providing possibilities of improving performance of CBR
systems which deal with imperfect and noisy data. Dealing with such case bases is all the more chal56

lenging when solutions are continuous values. We expect inherent irregularity to be a cause for erratic
prediction quality and hence, it needs to be effectively dealt with to increase prediction accuracy. Importantly, we believe this technique to be generic and can be applied to a variety of CBR domains with
little or no adaptation. This paper also contributes to the body of knowledge of case base maintenance
that has so far largely focussed upon classification domains. Our results warrant further validation
using more real world software engineering data sets to comment on broad affectivity of the proposed
techniques. Another direction for future work involves developing more sophisticated decision making
techniques that gauge case reliability to consider them for reuse.
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